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INSTRUCTIONAL COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM PLANNING AND REVIEW 

(CPPR)  

Only to be completed by those programs scheduled for the year according to the institutional 
comprehensive planning cycle for instructional programs (i.e., every four years for CTE 
programs and five years for all other instructional programs), which is produced by the Office of 
Academic Affairs.   
 
Program:  Automotive Collision and Refinish Technology   Planning Year:  2014-2015 
Last Year CPPR Completed:  2010 
 
Unit:  Engineering & Technology         Cluster:  Workforce and Economic Development (WED) 

 

NARRATIVE:  INSTRUCTIONAL CPPR  

Please use the following narrative outline: 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

A. General Description about the Program 
Program Mission “The mission of the Automotive Collision Technology Department is to 
introduce the opportunities of developing the skills and knowledge for the possibilities of 
creating a very lucrative and sustainable presence in the field of collision repair. Subsequently, 
stimulating, inspiring, and training students in the rewarding and beneficial field of collision and 
refinishing repairs is fulfilling and worthwhile so students have the ability to learn skills in order 
to seek levels of knowledge and skill development to facilitate entry level positions in the 
automotive collision repair industry. Through classes and training our students are enabled to 
achieve their goals in our regional, state, and global communities.  This is achieved by serving a 
diverse student population, including career-oriented students, lifelong learners, and those 
who choose our program to enrich their own knowledge and skill abilities. We focus on 
integrity, personal achievement, developing employability skills, service to our community, and 
strive for excellence in all we do. 

 

 The Cuesta College Automotive Technology Department includes programs in Automotive 
Technology and Auto Body Collision/Refinishing Technology. The Automotive program has 
served students, the automotive service industry, and the community for nearly 50 years. 
Cuesta has auto repair courses offerings in 22 specialized areas of concentration, and four 
specifically concentrating strictly on collision repair.  Students enrolled in these courses 
have the opportunity to expand their knowledge relative to an array of automotive 
technologies, developing many entry level skills required for employment in the automotive 
collision and service industry.  Successful completion of course requirements prepares 
students for the examinations required for voluntary certifications as a professional 



 

technician offered by the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) and the 
Inter Industry Conference of Collision Repair (I-CAR).  The course offerings address the areas 
of concentration needed by a technician to achieve I-CAR “Pro-Level” training, Welding 
Certifications in Structural, Steel and Aluminum, certified as a “Master Automobile Collision 
Repair & Refinish Certification Technician”, and “Damage Analysis & Estimating Training 
toward the Certification Tests.”  

 
 

History of the program The Cuesta College Automotive Technology Department has served 
students, the community, and the local automotive service industry with course offerings in 
specialized areas of concentration for the past 49 years.  The San Luis Obispo County 
Community College District opened Cuesta Community College in 1964 with classes taught at 
night on the San Luis Obispo High School campus.  By the spring of 1965 courses in Automotive 
Technology were introduced and taught in old Army garage facilities near the point O’Connor 
road meets the back gate to Camp San Luis.  The program was a division of the School of 
Engineering, Mathematics, and Technology and offered seven different courses which were 
taught by one instructor, Mr. Joe X. Heal.  Students completing all the automotive courses and 
certain general education requirements could earn an Associate of Arts Degree in Automotive 
Technology.  The course available in the early years were limited to Internal Combustion 
Engines, Powertrain, Engine Diagnosis and Reconditioning, Fuel and Electrical Systems A, Fuel 
and Electrical Systems B, Chassis and Brakes, and Special Problems.   
 
Mr. Ed Pearce replaced Mr. Heal in the Fall of 1968 and the next school year, 1969-70, he added 
a new course to the curriculum called Automotive Electrical Equipment.  In the summer of 1969, 
Mr. Pearce wrote and received a grant from the State Employment Department called the WIN 
(Work Incentive) Program.  With the money from the WIN Program grant, Mr. Pearce was able 
to include welding in the automotive program with purchase MIG and TIG welding 
equipment.  Years later the welding program became its own program with degree and 
certification offerings.   
 
Mr. Stan Thompson was hired as an instructor in 1970 and he and Mr. Pearce shared the 
teaching load of automotive and metals classes.  A course called Maintenance of Industrial and 
Marine Engines was added to the curriculum in 1970.   Mr. Pearce obtained another grant called 
California Employment Training Act (CETA) Grant for the Fall 1971 semester and the school 
hired Mr. Bill Richmond to teach the new “Career Auto” classes. These classes were specifically 
designed to prepare student for careers in automotive service and repair.  When the grant 
ended Mr. Richmond was retained as a full time instructor and his tenure service at Cuesta 
College lasted 31 years.  
 
In 1971 the school also hired an adjunct instructor Mr. Lee Stout to teach Automotive/Diesel 
courses in Basic Tractor Operation and Care and Fundamental of Agriculture Power Source 
Systems.   Before the 1972-73 school year Mr. Pearce left the Automotive Technology 
Department to become the Director of Vocational Education so he could concentrate on grant 



 

writing for vocational programs for the college.  Courses in Pollution Control, Imported Auto 
Mechanics, Auto Parts Counterman, and Auto Sheet Metal Repair (the beginning of Auto Body 
courses) were added to the program in the 1972-73 school year.  Beginning in 1973 students 
could earn a Certificate of Proficiency in Automotive if they were able to complete 15 units in 
the Automotive Technology Program.  Also in the 1973-74 school year, Specialized Auto Sheet 
Metal Repair (Auto Body) and Career Automotive Training (a 24 hour a week Work Program – 9 
lecture and 15 lab) was also created.  Added additionally that year was a course called 
Numerical Communication Standards and Related Technical Application which was basically 
automotive math course that taught students to take precise measurements using equipment’s 
such as micrometers.  They called the course by this name so it could be taught by an 
automotive instructor rather than a mathematics instructor.   
 
Motorcycle Maintenance and Repair was added to the curriculum in 1974.  Mr. Ken Chew was 
hired as a full-time automotive instructor in 1975.  Four new courses were added to the 
program in 1978, Automotive Heating and Air Conditioning, Automotive Service Business, and 
Automotive Painting, and Heavy Duty Truck Systems.  Mr. Otto Buss was hired as an adjunct 
instructor to teach the Heavy Duty Truck Systems course. 
 
After the retirements of Stan Thompson and Ken Chew in the late 1990’s, the automotive 
program was in peril of being discontinued. With the help of the Automotive Advisory 
Committee and Dean Ms. Toni Sommer, the Automotive Technology Program at Cuesta College 
was re-vamped and rejuvenated.  Following the recommendations of the Cuesta College 
Automotive Technology Advisory Committee, major upgrading of the automotive program 
began in 1999 to bring the degree patterns (Associate of Science Degree in Automotive 
Technology and Associate of Science Degree in Advanced Engine Performance), facilities, and 
equipment up to current industry, environmental, and safety standards. This included the hiring 
of Mr. Bob Davidson for Auto Body and Mr. Gary Villa for Automotive Technology. Mr. Villa 
teaches electrical systems, drivability, engine performance/smog, and HVAC classes.   In 2006, 
the automotive department hired John Stokes as another full-time faculty. Mr. Stokes teaches 
chassis and suspension, brakes, manual drivetrains and engine overhaul/repair classes. The 
following year 2007 the department added Ron McDonald as an adjunct instructor. With the 
retirement of Bob Davidson in the first part of 2008, the automotive collision program endorsed 
Ron McDonald as the full time instructor; furthermore in 2008, Henry Wintergerst was hired as 
an adjunct Instructor to teach the evening collision auto body classes.  Additionally, in later 
portion of 2007, the department began the comprehensive self-study and analysis of its 
program, curriculum, and goals. This certification process is called the National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) certification. The process involves the study of 11 
different topical areas, with oversight of the Advisory Committee, and faculty. The topics can be 
found here, (appendix A NATEF Standard Index.doc) In September of 2008, a 4 person review 
committee consisting of a NATEF Program Coordinator, (Andrew Cawelti - faculty from Oxnard 
City College) a local dealer representative (Tim Van Alstine, Service Manager -Rancho Grande 
Motors) independent repair facility (Ron Roach – Pete’s Automotive in Morro Bay) and a third 
inspector (Mark Rosenthal – part-time instructor at Alan Hancock College) came to Cuesta 
College to review and inspect our program. After reviewing the self-study, watching classes, 
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inspecting the facilities, equipment, and program, they recommended the program for 
certification. This very comprehensive self-study, validated by a team of automotive 
professionals, is available for review as needed. In October of 2008, the NATEF organization 
granted full accreciditation to Cuesta College as a Master Certified institution. 
 
Items of note, however, is that the NATEF visiting team had three recommendations: 

 Provide for a second classroom to be available to offer classes in a fashion so that it would 
have the least impact on instruction. Currently, some classes overlap and students and 
faculty have difficulty in scheduling to maximize learning. 

 Provide for a full-time lab assistant (or at least part-time) to maintain and repair equipment, 
coordinate tool acquisition, and general shop maintenance. 

 Provide for expanded dry and secure storage of equipment and shop items so that the 
program may continue to provide adequate resources. 

 
To date, none of these strongly worded recommendations has been implemented.  
 
The school board, administration, foundation (grants), and staff have invested a great deal of 
time, energy, and resources establishing an automotive program that meets the current and 
future needs of students and the automotive service industry. This collaborative effort will lead 
to the goal of the program remaining certified by NATEF and meeting the National Institute for 
Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) Standards of quality for the training of automotive 
technicians. The Collision Repair Program is congruently is a member of the Automotive Inter- 
Industry Conference on Collision Repair’s (I-CAR) Educational Training Alliance. This alliance 
gives the ability to provide course study and industry certificates designed to further additional 
student attributes.   
 
Automotive Courses Taught at Cuesta 
 
The following are the course taught in the Automotive Technology Department: 
 

ATCH 109 Introduction to Automotive Computers 
ATCH 120 Auto Ignition Systems 
ATCH 125 Engine Performance 
ATCH 152 Internal Combustion Engines 
ATCH 153 Engine Overhaul Procedures 
ATCH 158 Automotive Electricity & Electronics 
ATCH 160 Automotive Electrical Accessories 
ATCH 164 Basic Clean Air Car Course 
ATCH 166 Automotive Maintenance & Light Repair 
ATCH 168 Automotive Repair Business 
ATCH 170 Auto Body Repair 1 
ATCH 171 Advanced Auto Body Repair 
ATCH 175 Automotive Painting 
ATCH 177 Advanced Automotive Painting 



 

ATCH 182 Automatic Transmissions 
ATCH 186 Chassis & Suspension Systems 
ATCH 187 Auto Fuel Injection & Turbo Chargers 
ATCH 188 Auto Heating & Air Conditioning 
ATCH 193 Automotive Tech-Special Topic 
ATCH 280 Manual Drivetrains 
ATCH 281 Manual Transmissions 
ATCH 284 Automotive Braking Systems 
 

Full catalog descriptions of these courses are included in appendix B.   (Auto Courses as of 
Spring 2014) 
 
Current Degrees & Certificates –  

 
The following are the current Degrees and Certificates offered by the Automotive Technology 
Department. 

 
A.S. Auto Body Technician 
A.S. Advanced Engine Performance Technician 
A.S. Automotive Technician 
C.A. Auto Body Technician 
C.A. Automatic Transmission/Transaxle Specialist 
C.A. Brakes Specialist 
C.A. Chassis and Suspension Specialist 
C.A. Electrical Systems Specialist 
C.A. Engine Performance Specialist 
C.A. Engine Repair Specialist 
C.A. Heating and Air Conditioning Specialist 
C.A. Manual Drivetrains and Axles Specialist 
 

The courses required for each of the Associates Degrees are outlined below. 
A.S., Auto Body Technician  
Required Courses (36.5-38.5 credits) 
ATCH 160 Automotive Electrical Accessories 4 
ATCH 168 Automotive Repair Business 3 
ATCH 170 Auto Body Repair 3 
ATCH 171 Advanced Auto Body 3 
 or ATCH  177 Advanced Auto painting (3) 
ATCH 175 Automotive Painting 5 
ATCH 284 Braking systems 4 
ATCH 186 Chassis and Suspension systems 3 
ATCH 188 Automotive Heating and Air conditioning 3 
ATCH 109 Introduction to Automotive Computers 2.5 
WELD 270A Basic Welding 3 

file:///C:/Users/cc/Desktop/Cuesta/Program%20Review/2014%20CPPR/Auto%20courses%20at%20cuesta%20S2014.docx
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WELD 270c Welding GMAW & GTAW 3 
 
A.S., Advanced Engine Performance Technician 
Required Courses (53.5-54.5 credits) 
ATCH 109 Introduction to Automotive Computers 2.5 
ATCH 120 Automotive Ignition Systems 2 
ATCH 125 Engine Performance 4 
ATCH 152 Internal Combustion Engines 3 
ATCH 158 Automotive Electricity and Electronics 4 
ATCH 160 Automotive Electrical Accessories 4 
ATCH 164 Basic Clean Air Car Course 3 
ATCH 187 Automotive Fuel Injection and Turbochargers 3 
ATCH 188 Automotive Heating and Air Conditioning 3 
CIS 210 Introduction to Computer Applications 4 
EET 213 Electronics Fundamentals 6 
ENGL 165 Basic Technical Communications 4 
MATH 127 Intermediate Algebra (5) 
PSCI 201A Physical Science: Physics and Chemistry 3 
WELD 270A Basic Welding 3-4 
 
A.S., Automotive Technician 
Required Courses (55.5-56.5 credits) 
ATCH 152 Internal Combustion Engines 3 
ATCH 153 Engine Overhaul Procedure 3 
ATCH 158 Automotive Electricity and Electronics 4 
ATCH 168 Auto Repair Business 3 
ATCH 280 Manual Drivetrains 3 
ATCH 281 Manual Transmissions 3 
ATCH 182 Automatic Transmissions 4 
ATCH 284 Braking Systems 4 
ATCH 186 Chassis and Suspension Systems 3 
ATCH 188 Automotive Heating and Air Conditioning 3 
ATCH 109 Introduction to Automotive Computers 2.5 
CIS 210 Introduction to Computer Applications 4 
ENGL 165 Basic Technical Communications 4 
MATH 124A Technical Math 5 
or MATH 127 Intermediate Algebra (5) 
PSCI 201A Physical Science: Physics and Chemistry 3 
WELD 270A Basic Welding 3-4 
 
Current Activities 
 
The automotive staff’s involvement and articulation with the local high school automotive 
programs has been enhanced over the past 14 years with the assistance of Sabrina Robertson, 



 

Supervisor of Grants and Categorical Projects.  Full time instructors have conducted annual 
visitations to the five high schools in the county with automotive programs over the past 13 
years. This has allowed staff members to promote the program, inform the students of the 
course offerings, inform them about potential careers in the industry, and answer questions 
about the program in general.  The Collision Repair program has been involved with the Morro 
Bay Car show for the past few years, and has ran a MIG process welding station in the collision 
lab for the past five years for the state FFA welding competition, and also hosted a Metal 
working clinic for the past three summers with the introduction in the art of metal shaping.  Ties 
with the high schools were also been strengthened by a grant from the state (SB70 
Strengthening Grant – Automotive) awarded to Cuesta College.  The grant, which concluded in 
2010, provided necessary funding for partnership building and sharing of resources with the 
high school automotive programs. 
 
The automotive faculty takes advantage of training opportunities whenever presented. At a 
minimum, all full and some part time faculty attends the California Automotive Teachers 
Conferences in the Spring and Fall.  Various seminars, including, collision repair, hybrid 
Automobile, the smog update courses, are offered at these conferences. The collision program 
instructors have been trained with the latest I-CAR educational material on various topics, and 
have been to the corporate training facility in Appleton Wisconsin in order to stay current on 
modern developments of various welding procedures within the industry. Also attended, the 
collision lead instructor has been qualified to teach I-CAR courses by participating in the 
Instructor Qualification Workshop held in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Staying current on BASF 
Refinishing Certifications, training local Industry for professional development and certificates 
assists in bringing the latest procedures, materials, safety concerns and innovations of the 
industry to the classroom.  
 
Full-time staffs in the department are responsible for leadership and direction of the Region 2 
(California) SkillsUSA competition in Salinas the first weekend in February. Cuesta College staff is 
the lead in promoting, designing, and implementing the contest. One of the staff members 
served at the state level as the Board Treasurer (2008-2012) for SkillsUSA California, and is now 
a member at large. This same staff member was honored as the SkillsUSA Wester Region 
Advisor of the Year in 2006 and was runner up to National SkillsUSA Advisor of the Year that 
same year. 
 
Cuesta College Automotive Technology Department established a SkillsUSA chapter in 2005 for 
students wishing to participate in the SkillsUSA Competition at regional, state, and national 
levels. In the highly competitive contest, Automotive Service Technology, students have earned 
gold medals over the past five years, at the regional and state levels. 
At the National Level, Students from Cuesta College Automotive Department have been 
routinely in the top 3 automotive students in the Nation: 

 2006 – Eric Leach (3rd in Nation), Bronze Medal Automotive Service Technology 

 2007 – Eric Leach (1st in Nation), Gold Medal Automotive Service Technology 

 2008 – Matt Schweiger (3rd in Nation), Bronze Medal Automotive Collision Refinishing 

 2009 – Daniel Lehmkuhl (2nd in Nation), Silver Medal Automotive Service Technology 



 

 2010 – Daniel Lehmkuhl (2nd in Nation), Silver Medal Automotive Service Technology 

 2011 – Simon Rowe (1st in Nation), Gold Medal Automotive Collision Technology 

 2012 – Michael Mullen (2nd in Nation), Silver Medal Automotive Service Technology 
 

These students are State and National champions, which provide evidence of the quality of 
program associated with Cuesta College’s automotive department. With the continued support 
of the school, the staff will strive to support students who participate in SkillsUSA. 
 
Furthermore, in 2011 Daniel Lehmkuhl was invited to represent the United States of America in 
World Skills (http://www.worldskills.org/index.php) competition. By invitation only, these 
students, who must be a competitor before their 23rd birthday, represent their country in the 
competition for which they were chosen. In 2010, Daniel competed in the Western Hemisphere 
equivalent – World Skills America, where he placed 2nd, in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil.  The 2011 
competition was held in London England, October of 2011. Daniel placed 6th in the World that 
year. In 2015, Michael Mullen has been selected to represent the USA in World Skills in Sao 
Paulo, Brazil. He will also compete in World Skills America in 2014, in Bogata Columbia. 
 
Cuesta College Automotive Technology Department has one of the most active and productive 
Advisory Committees on Campus. Business and Industry leaders (see Appendix C Auto Advisory 
Committee)   are involved in a regular basis in the updating, advising, assisting, and 
supplementing the program. At the member’s request, there are regular quarterly meetings 
held in January, May, August, and October. The committee is regulated by a newly developed 
Advisory Committee Handbook (see appendix D Purpose.doc) This documents outlines the 
function, limitations, and extent of authority for the committee. This process was instituted in 
January of 2010.  
 
Current Automotive Staff 
 
Current Full-time Instructors 

Ron McDonald- Certified Master Automotive Collision Technician, Certified ASE Collision 
Repair Estimator, Certified I-Car Automotive Collision Technician Pro-level Three in: 
Structural, Non-Structural, Refinish, Aluminum, Estimator and Auto Physical damage 
Appraiser.  
Certified I-CAR Instructor, A.S. Cuesta College San Luis Obispo. 
John Stokes – Certified Master Automotive Technician. BS Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 1986 
Gary Villa  – Certified Master Automotive Technician, Certified Smog technician and trainer. 
BS Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 1976 

Current Part-time Instructors 
Henry Wintergerst- Certified Automotive Collision I-Car Steel Structural Technician Pro-
level Three. Currently employed with Local Collision Industry.  
Jonathan Blackketter - Certified Master Automotive Technician, Currently employed 3/4 
time as the Automotive Technology Instructor for Morro Bay High School. 
Greg Boswell – Certified Master Automotive Technician. Currently employed full time as 
the Automotive Technology Instructor for Paso Robles High School.  

http://www.worldskills.org/index.php
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Richard Leonard - Certified Master Automotive Technician, currently employed with the 
California Bureau of Automotive Repair 

 
The Automotive Technology Department continues to pursue instructors who are up to date in 
automotive technology.  Professional development continues to be a priority due to the 
evolving nature of the industry.  Cuesta instructors attend conferences provided by professional 
associations such as CAT (California Automotive Teacher), SEMA (Specialty Equipment Market 
Association), I-CAR( The Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision repair),Collision repair 
Educational Foundation, BASF Refinishing, NACAT (North American Council of Automotive 
Teachers) MACS (Mobile Air Conditioning Society) and various vendors such as Automotive 
Training Group, Autozone, Wagner Brake products, Wix filters, Permatex Corp., Pro-Cut, and 
others.  

 
o Include significant changes/improvements since the last Program Review. 

 
The Cuesta College Collision Program has changed textbooks to reflect technological changes in the 
industry. The program has also switched over to low V.O.C. refinishing material that is a required 
mandate in our area. These new low V.O.C. requirements are sweeping nationwide and many of these 
low V.O.C. requirements are becoming increasingly mandated in many areas across the nation and is 
currently is a required mandate in all of Canada.  The program has also upgraded its welding and 
procedures to stay current with O.E.M. vehicle repair and industry requirements. Examples of this are: 
the integration of a resistance spot welder(required for Ultra-high strength steel found in today’s 
vehicles), and a pulse welder which is a worldwide requirement  by OEM Automotive manufactures for 
welding and repairs on Aluminum and some Silicone bronze procedures/processes required on newer 
ultra-high strength steel found in most newer vehicles. With these, the collision repair program has 
created laboratory assignments for students to learn and familiarize themselves with latest procedures 
and requirements found in industry. Metal working stands have been fabricated which are utilized by 
students for metalworking techniques and finishing procedures in lieu of used fenders which are 
cumbersome and difficult for students to attain. Mock frame rails have also been integrated in 
advanced classes for simulation of structural frame rail repairs and new O.E.M. mandated procedures 
for repairs on structural components.  
 

o List current and/or new faculty, including part-time faculty. 
  Full Time Lead Instructor  

 Ron McDonald- Certified Master Automotive Collision Technician, 
Certified ASE Collision Repair Estimator, and Certified I-Car 
Automotive Collision Technician Pro-level On, Two, and Three in: 
Structural, Non-Structural, Refinish, Aluminum, Estimator and 
Auto Physical damage Appraiser. Certified I-CAR instructor for 
students, industry personnel, and technicians. 

Part Time Instructor  

 Henry Wintergerst- Certified Automotive Collision I-Car Steel 
Structural Technician Pro-level Three. Currently employed with 
Local Collision Industry.  



 

 
 

o Describe how the Program Review was conducted and who was involved: 
 

The Program review was primarily completed by Ron McDonald (Lead Instructor) and 
Henry Wintergerst (part-time auto collision instructor) has given input. Cooperation was 
also produced in conversations from various advisory committee members. 
Collaboration was also incorporated with Gary Villa and John Stokes (the other two full 
time Cuesta Automotive instructors.) After a draft was completed it was revised by staff 
above for any modifications. 
 
Program Outcomes:  List the learning outcomes established for your program 

 
Auto Collision and Refinishing Program Student Learning Outcomes: 
 
SLO 1:   Select and justify proper use of: personal protection equipment (PPE), and the storage and 

handling of materials associated within the Auto Collision Industry.  

 

 

SLO 2:   Analyze, diagnose, and exhibit safe and efficient methods for repairing and refinishing 

vehicle collision damage. 

 

 

SLO 3:   Diagnose and demonstrate technical knowledge and critical thinking capabilities in the 

analysis of vehicle construction and material considerations pertaining to collision damage.  

 

 

SLO 4:   Exemplify /characterize professional behaviors and traits necessary to be successful in the 

Auto Collision Industry.   

 
II. PROGRAM SUPPORT OF INSTITUTIONAL GOALS, INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES, AND/OR 

INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES  

A. Identify how your program addresses or helps the district to achieve its Institutional 
Goals and Objectives, and/or operational planning initiatives.  Please refer back to the 
Planning Documents section of this document. 
      
 

 
Cuesta College Auto Collision program promotes students to attain degrees and 
Certificates while attending Cuesta College. A vast majority of the auto body students 
complete courses and work towards certificates and degrees.  The collision industry is in 
short supply of young talented qualified individuals. With the current national average 
workforce of qualified collision and refinish technicians ageing in their mid- forties to 
late fifties, talented skilled workers are in high demand. 
Quoted from a recent survey shows:  



 

 “Average technician age has steadily increased every year since 1995. Percentages of 
technicians in the under-45 age groups have generally declined while the over-45 age 
groups have increased. The average age of technicians continues to increase, with 
smaller percentages in the younger age ranges.  

A higher percentage of new technicians are being hired from technical 
schools (47%). Average technician income has increased over the last 
three years, is still higher than most comparable trades, and averages 
over $85,000 for the top 10 percent. Technicians with recent training 
and/or ASE certifications average significantly higher incomes. “ 

http://www.autobodynews.com/columnists/item/2252-snapshot-of-the-collision-
industry.html?tmpl=component&print=1 
 Cuesta Colleges Collision program strengthens its partnership with local educational 
institutions, (example: Secondary Schools and Grizzly Academy) by visits and events. The 
program also is in continual communication with local business and repair facilities by 
articulating through I-CAR industry training and advisory committees. By promoting 
skills in the collision repair industry to our students the program strives to reinforce 
Cuestas vision of enhancing students’ success by means of professional development for 
the betterment of our community. The program also strives to have our collision 
students earn degrees and certificates, whether Cuesta’s or an Industry I-CAR 
certificates, we are improving students foundational skills through professional 
development of a skilled trade. By dynamically developing personal skilled trade sets we 
are promoting professional growth, improving lives, and intellectually designing 
improvements for engaging citizens in our complex communities. With this skilled trade, 
students can travel to large or small communities throughout the world and find 
substantial employment to empower their and those effected lives around them.  These 
traits have confidence in uphold the goals, institutional outcomes, and mission of Cuesta 
College. 
 
Identify how your program helps students achieve Institutional Learning Outcomes.   
      

 Students enrolled in the Automotive Collision Repair Program attain behaviors, knowledge 

and skills leading to the ability to support specialized growth. The Collision repair program 

promotes obtainable traits and aptitudes required to support the necessary skills for 

emergence of an entry level employment in the field of collision repair. Having this ability 

and aptitude brings self-reliance, personal well-being, fosters positive self-esteem and 

creates personal autonomy for independence.  This ability frees oneself and society from 

the burden of public subsidies. Involvement in the program gives students the abilities to 

analysis complex multifaceted information required to be successful in the collision repair 

industry.  Understanding processes and procedures related to the industry opens many 

possibilities for employment, and forms a range of relationship potentials amongst a diverse 

http://www.autobodynews.com/columnists/item/2252-snapshot-of-the-collision-industry.html?tmpl=component&print=1
http://www.autobodynews.com/columnists/item/2252-snapshot-of-the-collision-industry.html?tmpl=component&print=1
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group of businesses and/or individuals which are beneficial to our society.  This 

understanding of industry processes, actions, and methods form the basis essential to 

professional relationships required between customers, insurance industry and various 

parties involved in the collision repair process.  The program promotes students with the 

technological materials, estimating software required to locate repair information to 

effectively evaluate and derive conclusions necessary to make safe and effective repairs in 

industry.  Cuesta’s collision repair students have the ability to demonstrate knowledge, 

skills, and attitudes contained within all six institutional learning outcomes.  

From the subjects discussed above, many Institutional Learning outcomes have been 

fostered by the Cuesta College Collision Repair program by presenting signs of: ILO 1) 

Personal, academic, and professional development by showing development of skills and 

behaviors that promote academic and professional development, creating growth towards 

skills which is necessary for successful employment, and nurturing a lifestyle choice that 

endorses security and personal enrichment.  ILO 2) Critical thinking is established by using 

different communication systems to evaluate the processes required to understand 

methods, practices, and varying methodology information to link techniques necessary for 

required processes of O.E.M. repair transcriptions.  ILO 3) Scientific and environmental 

understanding is achieved by the understanding of material framework, chemical 

compositions and the environmental concerns of the industry.  ILO 4) Global knowledge and 

engagement is fulfilled thru the many opportunities available thru pathways within the 

collision and related industries.  ILO 5) and ILO 6) are met by assignments and projects used 

for recognition safe and effective collision repair processes and procedures.  Also utilized 

are numerous technology resources, software, and mechanisms, used to identify, facilitate, 

and critique a variety of elements associated with the safe and effective processes and 

procedures of the collision repair industry. 

PROGRAM DATA ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENTS 

Program data is available on the SLOCCCD Institutional Research and Assessment website. 

A. Data Summary – Relevant Comments and Analysis 

 Include enrollment, retention, success, FTES/FTEF, degree and certificate completion, 
Scorecard data, and other pertinent information. 
o Response to specific Scorecard data 
o Response to site specific data 

      
http://www.cuesta.edu/aboutcc/documents/inst_research/program_review_data/Auto
motive%20Technology.pdf 

http://cuesta.edu/aboutcc/planning/research/
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Enrollments have been steady and strong over the past six years, running above class 
caps; however, there has been a slight percentage dip in enrollments lately.  Class caps 
were raised trying to raise FTE’s.  Albeit classrooms can accommodate larger class size, 
laboratory conditions are limited and safety becomes a concern.  This contraction in 
enrollment may be in part from negative accreditation issues, also an increase in tuition 
costs in a difficult economic environment may be attributing to the dilemma, or possibly 
a combination of both.  The reductions due to fiscal contractions of the institution could 
possibly have effects leading to these changes.  Amidst lower enrollments, this past 
2012-2013 year Cuesta Collision students still ensured 123 annual students to the 
program which a vast majority of them are also are participating in many other 
programs/classes on campus in hopes of earning a certificate or degree. 
 
Retention rate averages for the Cuesta Collision repair program range from the mid-
eighties to mid-nineties percentiles, which shows a higher range than the districts 
average. 
Success rates have held steady with only a slight variance between courses within the 
program, ranging from 69.8% to 77.8%.   ATCH170 showed a slight drop from 2008-
2010, yet has had an improvements of one percentile from 2011-2012, and virtually 
unchanged from year 2010-2011.  Even though efforts have been taken to keep 
successes up, many students are considering receiving a low grades or dropping so they 
have the ability to re-enroll in the same course during another semester.  This is due to 
the policy of the non-repeatability of courses.   
 
FTES/ FTEF’s Range from 10.80 to 15.00 (last year’s ATCH 170 courses were to 15.00 for 
ATCH 177).  The target ratio proposed by the chancellor’s office of roughly 17.5 
FTES/FTEF has a higher probability of attainment for academic courses where many 
seats are available for lecture only classes and the higher number is generally attained. 
However in the area of CTE programs, this number of FTES/FTEF is not as easily 
attainable this is due to the nature of laboratory activities, equipment and safety 
trepidations.  CTE programs are very beneficial to students as many students in these 
areas will not go to a four year institution and never plan too; or for that fact, even 
attain a degree or institutional certificate.  For this clientele, these programs are the 
only way students have the possibility to improve and better them.  Learning a trade 
and gaining the aptitude to go out into the world to support themselves are the only 
resource for many types of students. CTE is an integral part of the educational system 
and was noted so by the great efforts brought forth by the national program created 
subsequently by Carl D Perkins a former member of the U.S. House of Representatives.   
 
 

ANNUAL FILL RATES 

YEAR   2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

ATCH170 FILL RATE ENROLLMENT 86.7% 94.4% 101.4% 112.2% 98.9% 83.5% 94.6% 

ATCH171 FILL RATE ENROLLMENT 100.0% 88.9% 122.2% 111.1% 127.8% 127.8% 86.4% 

ATCH175 FILL RATE ENROLLMENT 100.0% 103.7% 94.4% 133.3% 122.2% 122.3% 94.7% 



 

ATCH177 FILL RATE ENROLLMENT 122.2% 116.7% 105.6% 127.8% 144.4% 127.8% 113.6% 

 
FILL RATES BY COURSE  

FALL YEAR  2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

ATCH170 FILL RATE ENROLLMENT 88.9% 116.7% 107.4% 100.0% 97.2% 

ATCH175 FILL RATE ENROLLMENT 86.1% 155.6% 116.7% 127.8% 111.1% 

 
FILL RATES BY COURSE  

SPRING YEAR  2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

ATCH170 FILL RATE ENROLLMENT 113.9% 105.6% 86.1% 80.6% 90.0% 

ATCH171 FILL RATE ENROLLMENT 122.2% 111.1% 127.8% 127.8% 86.4% 

ATCH175 FILL RATE ENROLLMENT 111.1% 111.1% 127.8% 116.7% 80.0% 

ATCH177 FILL RATE ENROLLMENT 105.6% 127.8% 144.4% 127.8% 113.6% 

 
 ENROLLMENTS BY COURSE  
FALL 

YEAR 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

ATCH170 46 50 32 63 58 54 35 

ATCH175 18 19 31 28 21 23 20 

 
SPRING 

YEAR 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

ATCH170 32 35 41 38 31 29 18 

ATCH171 18 16 22 20 23 23 19 

ATCH175 36 37 20 20 23 21 16 

ATCH177 22 21 19 23 26 23 25 

 
ANNUAL ENROLLMENTS BY COURSE  

YEAR 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

ATCH170 *N/AVAL *N/AVAL 73 101 89 83 53 

ATCH171 *N/AVAL *N/AVAL 22 20 23 23 19 

ATCH175 *N/AVAL *N/AVAL 51 48 44 44 36 

ATCH177 *N/AVAL *N/AVAL 19 23 26 23 25 

*DATA Not Available 

 
\ 
` 
 
 
FTES, FTEF,  FTES/FTEF By COURSE FALL 

YEAR 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12  2012-13 

ATCH170       

APPORT FTES 6.20 11.40 10.80 10.40  6.60 

FTEF .66 .82 .82 .82  .5 

FTES /FTEF 9.39 13.90 13.17 12.68  13.18 



 

ATCH175       

APPORT FTES 6.00 7.50 5.70 6.90  6.0 

FTEF 1.00 .50 .50 .50  .5 

FTES /FTEF 6.00 15.00 11.40 13.80  12.0 

 
FTES, FTEF,  FTES/FTEF By COURSE SPRING 

YEAR 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12  2012-13 

ATCH170       

APPORT FTES 6.80 7.20 6.00 5.80  3.60 

FTEF .66 .66 .66 .60  .33 

FTES /FTEF 10.30 10.91 9.09 9.67  10.80 

ATCH171       

APPORT FTES 4.00 4.00 4.20 4.60  3.80 

FTEF .30 .30 .30 .30  .30 

FTES /FTEF 13.33 13.33 14.00 15.33  12.67 

ATCH175       

APPORT FTES 5.10 5.70 6.90 6.30  4.80 

FTEF .50 .50 .50 .50  .50 

FTES /FTEF 10.20 11.40 13.80 12.60  9.60 

ATCH177       

APPORT FTES 3.60 4.40 4.40 4.60  5.00 

FTEF .33 .33 .33 .33  .33 

FTES /FTEF 10.90 13.33 13.33 13.94  15.00 

 
FTES, FTEF,  FTES/FTEF By COURSE ANNUAL 

YEAR 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12  2012-13 

ATCH170       

APPORT FTES 13.00 18.60 16.80 16.20  10.20 

FTEF 1.32 1.48 1.48 1.42  .83 

FTES /FTEF 9.85 12.57 11.35 11.41  12.23 

ATCH171       

APPORT FTES 4.00 4.00 4.20 4.60  3.80 

FTEF .30 .30 .30 .30  .30 

FTES /FTEF 13.33 13.33 14.00 15.33  12.67 

ATCH175       

APPORT FTES 11.10 13.20 12.60 13.20  10.80 

FTEF 1.50 1.00 1.00 1.00  1.00 

FTES /FTEF 7.40 13.20 12.60 13.20  10.80 

ATCH177       

APPORT FTES 3.60 4.40 4.40 4.60  5.00 

FTEF .33 .33 .33 .33  .33 

FTES /FTEF 10.91 13.33 13.33 13.94  15.00 

 



 

 
Course Success and Retention Rate Overall District  

 YEAR 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 Average  

Fall SUCCESS RATE 75.5% 75.5% 71.6% 76.1% 75.7% 74.9% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
90.8% 94.3% 87.5% 86.8% 89.3% 89.7% 

Spring SUCCESS RATE 72.1% 76.2% 76.7% 79.1% 75.8% 76% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
86.7% 88.5% 88.2% 93.0% 93.6% 90.0% 

Annual SUCCESS RATE 73.5% 75.9% 74.4% 77.7% 75.75% 75.4% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
88.4% 91.3% 87.9% 90.3% 91.5% 89.5% 

 
Course Success and Retention Rate by Course  

 
 
Annual Course Success and Retention Rate by Course  

Annual         

 YEAR 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

ATCH 

170 

SUCCESS 
RATE 

76.9% 69.4% 75.3% 77.2% 69.7% 68.7% 69.8% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
88.5% 81.2% 86.3% 95.0% 85.4% 86.7% 84.9% 

ATCH 

171 

SUCCESS 
RATE 

72.2% 68.8% 86.4% 70.0% 95.7% 73.9% 89.5% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
83.3% 93.8% 95.5% 85.0% 100.0% 87.0% 94.7% 

ATCH 

175 

SUCCESS 
RATE 

78.8% 69.6% 78.4% 77.1% 79.5% 81.8% 77.8% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
90.4% 85.7% 90.2% 93.8% 93.8% 88.6% 94.7% 

ATCH 

177 

SUCCESS 
RATE 

90.9% 95.2% 73.7% 82.6% 92.3% 82.6% 72.0% 

 YEAR 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 Average 

Fall        

ATCH 170 SUCCESS RATE 75.0% 77.8% 62.1% 66.7% 71.4% 70.4% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
84.4% 98.4% 81.0% 79.6% 88.6% 85.9% 

ATCH 175 SUCCESS RATE 77.4% 82.1% 71.4% 82.6% 80% 78.4% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
90.3% 100% 90.5% 91.3% 90% 93% 

Spring        

ATCH 170 SUCCESS RATE 75.6% 76.3% 83.9% 72.4% 66.7% 74.9% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
87.8% 89.2% 93.5% 100.0% 77.8% 89.7% 

ATCH 171 SUCCESS RATE 86.4% 70.0% 95.7% 73.9% 89.5% 83.1% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
95.5% 85.0% 100.0% 87.0% 94.7% 91.1% 

ATCH 175 SUCCESS RATE 80.0% 70.0% 87.0% 81.0% 75.0% 78.6% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
90.0% 85.0% 95.7% 85.7% 93.8% 90.0% 

ATCH 177 SUCCESS RATE 73.7% 82.6% 92.3% 82.6% 72.0% 80.6% 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
100.0% 87.0% 96.2% 95.7% 96.0% 95.0% 



 

 
RETENTION 

RATE 
100.0% 95.2% 100.0% 87.0% 96.2% 95.7% 96.0% 

 
 
 

 
B. Offer interpretations of data, and identify areas for change to facilitate program 

quality and growth. 
      

Many of the explanations of various data’s have been addressed in the section 
above and also in section below. The ever changing technology in the automotive 
environment brings unique challenges that often require constant updates to keep 
pace with emerging new technologies created.  It is imperative that the program 
systems stay current with these evolving technologies and updated systems to 
facilitate program quality and growth. 
 
Changes that may lead to improved FTE’s and facilitate growth would be creations of 
new additional collision courses for students that have taken the four other courses 
and want to continue developing knowledge and traits required in industry. 
Currently these students are locked out of taking any more collision classes due to 
the “one time only” course enrollment restrictions set forth by the state.  This would 
give students wanting to continue study in the program the opportunity to further 
their studies and development of increased skill sets and efficiencies.  
 
Implementation of these new courses would be put into the degree/ certificate 
patters to boost program numbers and completers. 
 

A. Describe program efforts to improve graduation rates, transfer rates and/or certificate 
completion. 
The number of certificate of achievement awards granted in the past two years has 
increased dramatically.  Numbers have raised 400-500% in the past two years.  In 2008-
2009 and 2009-201 there were no certificates of achievement awarded.  In year 2011-
2012 there were 4 awarded and in year 2012-2013 there were five certificates awarded. 
Was this increase due to the fact that students have been working on them for the past 
few years and it has taken some time for them to meet requirements? Or was it from 
the articulation and help of Judie Ferreira helping students with process and 
interaction?  I believe Judie Ferreira has been a tremendous help for students and the 
department in aiding completions of degrees and certificates.  Students like Judie and 
feel comfortable working with her; she goes out of her way to encourage students and 
stresses the importance of completing their goals.   Automotive Body Technician 
Degrees have also been awarded the past four years, with 2011-2012 being the 
exception.  
 

III. CURRICULUM REVIEW 



 

A. List all courses that have been created, updated, modified, or eliminated (and approved 
by the Curriculum Committee) since the last CPPR. 

 
No ATCH collision courses have been created, modified, or eliminated since last CPPR. 
The only change in course content was due to a grant awarded from the Collision 
Foundation. This integration was the use of I-CAR Pro-level One training and certificates 
possibilities for students in the program.  
 

B. Provide evidence that the curriculum (including course delivery modalities) has been 
carefully reviewed during the past five years for currency in teaching practices, 
compliance with current policies, standards, regulations and advisory committee input.  
Include evidence that the following entries on the course outline of record (CurricUNET 
format) are appropriate and complete:  

 Course description 

 Student learning outcomes 

 Pre-requisites/co-requisites 

 Topics and scope 

 Course objectives 

 Alignment of topics and scopes 

 Textbooks 

 CSU/IGETC transfer and AA GE information 

 Degree and Certificate information 

 

Include a calendar of a five-year cycle during which all aspects of the course outline of 
record and program curriculum, including the list above, will be reviewed for currency, 
quality, and appropriate CurricUNET format. 
 
Program Outcomes Curri UNET Links: 
A.S. Auto Body Degree: 
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/program_outcomes.cfm?programs_id=441 
 
A.S. Auto Body Degree Requirements Report: 
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/program_report.cfm?programs_id=508 
 
C.A Auto Body Certificate Outcomes: 
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/program_outcomes.cfm?programs_id=509 
 
C.A Auto Body Certificate Requirements Report: 
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/program_report.cfm?programs_id=509 

 
Course Student Learning Outcomes Reports: 

http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/program_outcomes.cfm?programs_id=441
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/program_report.cfm?programs_id=508
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/program_outcomes.cfm?programs_id=509
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/program_report.cfm?programs_id=509


 

Course Student Learning Outcomes Report 

ATCH 170 AUTO BODY REPAIR I: 

http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/course_slo_report.cfm?courses_id=2114 

Course Student Learning Outcomes Report 

ATCH 171 ADVANCED AUTO BODY  

http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/course_slo_report.cfm?courses_id=2113 

Course Student Learning Outcomes Report 

ATCH 175 AUTOMOTIVE PAINTING 

http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/course_slo_report.cfm?courses_id=2050 

Course Student Learning Outcomes Report 

ATCH 177 ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE PAINTING  

 http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/course_slo_report.cfm?courses_id=2053 

 

 

 

Course Outlines: 

ATCH 170 AUTO BODY REPAIR I  

http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/crs_outline.cfm?courses_id=2114 

ATCH 171 Advanced Auto Body 

http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/crs_outline.cfm?courses_id=2113 

ATCH 175 AUTOMOTIVE PAINTING 

http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/crs_outline.cfm?courses_id=2050 

ATCH 177 ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE PAINTING  

http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/crs_outline.cfm?courses_id=2053 

 

Current Required Textbook for Cuesta College Auto Collision and Refinish Classes: 
Auto Collision Repair and Refinishing, Michael Crandell ISBN#978-1-61960-387-5 

http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/course_slo_report.cfm?courses_id=2114
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/course_slo_report.cfm?courses_id=2113
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/course_slo_report.cfm?courses_id=2050
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/course_slo_report.cfm?courses_id=2053
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/crs_outline.cfm?courses_id=2114
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/crs_outline.cfm?courses_id=2113
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/crs_outline.cfm?courses_id=2050
http://www.curricunet.com/Cuesta/reports/crs_outline.cfm?courses_id=2053


 

(2014) 
 
NATEF Correlation Chart for  
Auto Collision Repair and Refinishing (2014)  
The following chart correlates the Auto Collision Repair and Refinishing textbook (2014) to the  
2009 NATEF Collision Repair Task List 
http://www.g-w.com/pdf/corr/9781619603875_ns.pdf 
 
 
Other curriculum utilized for Cuesta College Auto Collision and Refinish Classes: 

I-CAR pro-Level One Training and Certificates: Refinish Technician and Non-Structural 
Technician (use Pro Level one tab under refinish and non-structural roles for list of all required 
courses/modules.) 

https://my.i-
car.com/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?site=publicus&webcode=CourseCatalog&Role=2AC0092F-
0399-4D67-9D73-BDADF1C34794 

CPAS Information can be found: below (section IV) and: 
 http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 

 Program Assessment Calendar                                         

CYCLE STAGE 
Fall 
2010 

Sp 2011 Fall 2011 
Sp 
2012 

Fall 
2012 

Sp 2013 
Fall 
2013 

Sp 
2014 

SLO Assessment 
175 

&170 
177&17

1 
170 171 175 177 170 171 

Analyze Results 
& Plan 
Improvements 

170 
175 

&171 
177 170 171 175 

 
177 170 

Plan 
Implementation 

 
170 

&171 
175 177 170 171 175 177 

Post-
Implementation 
SLO Assessment 

  170 
175 

&171 
177 170 171 175 

 
 

IV. PROGRAM OUTCOMES, ASSESSMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS  
A. Attach Course or Program Assessment Summary (CPAS) form for each course in the 

program.  Faculty may summarize data results rather than providing raw data or exact 
figures. 

 

http://www.g-w.com/pdf/corr/9781619603875_ns.pdf
https://my.i-car.com/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?site=publicus&webcode=CourseCatalog&Role=2AC0092F-0399-4D67-9D73-BDADF1C34794
https://my.i-car.com/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?site=publicus&webcode=CourseCatalog&Role=2AC0092F-0399-4D67-9D73-BDADF1C34794
https://my.i-car.com/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?site=publicus&webcode=CourseCatalog&Role=2AC0092F-0399-4D67-9D73-BDADF1C34794
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx


 

Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this 
document be stored on a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division: Engineering& Technology     Program: Auto Body / Collision Repair     Date: 
12/20/2013        v. 3 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  Course ATCH 170 Auto Body Repair 1 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  Ron McDonald, & Henry 

Wintergerst. 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed   Yes X  No______ 
    

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□ Program 

X Course 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking regarding safety in and around 

auto body repair and the collision industry, including, but 

not limited to: PPE, handling, storage, and proper use of 

materials associated within the Auto Collision Industry.  

  

SLO 2:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 

diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 

body collision damage, including, but not limited to 

operation and maintenance of tools and equipment used to 

repair auto collision damage. 

  

SLO 3:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 

diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 

body collision damage, including, but not limited to: Define 

terms and characteristics of automotive steel. Define terms 

and characteristics of automotive steel.  Describe metal 

damage and identify variables that affect the severity, type 

of damage, and repair decisions. Describe Metallurgy 

related to auto body repair including the principles of work 

hardening, stress relieving, changes in grain structure and 

physical properties of metals used in automobiles and light 

trucks. Define metalworking terms, understand how to 

recognize, locate high and low spots, metalworking 

procedures, and manipulation of sheet metal straightening 

techniques. 

 

SLO 4:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 

diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx


 

body collision damage, including, but not limited to: 

Describe, define the measuring of vehicles and making 

comparisons to vehicle dimensions, specifications, and 

diagrams to determine the amount of misalignment before a 

repair and the degree of quality control during the 

straightening process. 

 
SLO 5: Students will acquire technical knowledge and 
develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 
diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 
body collision damage, including, but not limited to: 
Identify different types of vehicle construction. Identify 
unibody, body over frame and space frame construction. 
Describe types of materials used for vehicle construction. 
Define types of damage affecting repair/ replace decisions. 
 
SLO 6:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and 
develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 
diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 
body collision damage, including, but not limited to: 
Identify direct and indirect damage Identify damage 
reports, estimating guides, terms, and considerations 
involved with the writing of an estimate. Identify customer 
information and relationships. 

  

 
SLO 7: Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 

diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 

body collision damage, including, but not limited to: 

Methods for repairing plastics and fiberglass panels used in 

auto body construction.   

  
SLO 8:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 

diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 

body collision damage, including, but not limited to: Metal 

inert gas welding with continuous, spot, and stitch modes 

on auto body sheet metal.  Develop skills with Oxy-

acetylene torch use and heat shrinking auto body sheet 

metal. 

 
SLO 9:  Exemplify professional behaviors and traits 

necessary to be successful in the Auto Collision Industry.   

   

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking regarding safety in and around 

auto body repair and the collision industry, including, but 



 

SLO mapping diagrams) not limited to: PPE, handling, storage, and proper use of 

materials associated within the Auto Collision Industry.  

  

Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of safety tests with a 95% or higher marks. 

Completed orientation of personal protective 
equipment utilized in laboratory (100%). Completion 
of job safety orientation of industry tools, equipment, 
and materials utilized in the course (100%). 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision -
Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians 
Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 2:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 

diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 

body collision damage, including, but not limited to 

operation and maintenance of tools and equipment used to 

repair auto collision damage. 

  

Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of classroom and laboratory assignments 

and tasks with 70% or higher marks.  
2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 

laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
maintenance assessments reflected by course grading 
rubrics and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 
 

 

SLO 3:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 

diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 

body collision damage, including, but not limited to: Define 

terms and characteristics of automotive steel. Define terms 

and characteristics of automotive steel.  Describe metal 

damage and identify variables that affect the severity, type 

of damage, and repair decisions. Describe Metallurgy 

related to auto body repair including the principles of work 



 

hardening, stress relieving, changes in grain structure and 

physical properties of metals used in automobiles and light 

trucks. Define metalworking terms, understand how to 

recognize, locate high and low spots, metalworking 

procedures, and manipulation of sheet metal straightening 

techniques. 

  

Assessment Method: 

      
1) Completion of classroom and laboratory metalworking 

coupons, tasks and other related assignments with 
70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair 
(I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians Education 
Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 
 

SLO 4: Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 

diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 

body collision damage, including, but not limited to: 

Describe, define the measuring of vehicles and making 

comparisons to vehicle dimensions, specifications, and 

diagrams to determine the amount of misalignment before a 

repair and the degree of quality control during the 

straightening process. 

 

Assessment Method: 

      
1) Completion of classroom and laboratory measuring 

sheets, tasks and other related assignments with 70% 
or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair 
(I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians Education 
Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys Student surveys. 

 

SLO 5: Students will acquire technical knowledge and 
develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 
diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 
body collision damage, including, but not limited to: 



 

Identify different types of vehicle construction. Identify 
unibody, body over frame and space frame construction. 
Describe types of materials used for vehicle construction. 
Define types of damage affecting repair/ replace decisions. 
 
Assessment Method: 

      
1) Completion of classroom and laboratory identification 

tasks and other related assignments with 70% or 
higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair 
(I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians Education 
Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys. 
 

SLO 6:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and 
develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 
diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 
body collision damage, including, but not limited to: 
Identify direct and indirect damage Identify damage 
reports, estimating guides, terms, and considerations 
involved with the writing of an estimate. Identify customer 
information and relationships. 
 

Assessment Method: 

      
1) Completion of classroom and laboratory estimating 

sheets, tasks and other related assignments with 70% 
or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair 
(I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians Education 
Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys. 
 

 
SLO 7: Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 

diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 

body collision damage, including, but not limited to: 

Methods for repairing plastics and fiberglass panels used in 

auto body construction.   

 



 

 Assessment Method: 

      
1) Completion of classroom and laboratory plastic 

coupons, fiberglass tasks, and other related 
assignments with 70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair 
(I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians Education 
Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys. 
 
SLO 8:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and 

develop critical thinking capabilities in analysis and 

diagnose of safe and efficient methods for repairing auto 

body collision damage, including, but not limited to: Metal 

inert gas welding with continuous, spot, and stitch modes 

on auto body sheet metal.  Develop skills with Oxy-

acetylene torch use and heat shrinking auto body sheet 

metal. 

 

Assessment Method: 

      
1) Completion of classroom and laboratory welding 

coupons, tasks, and other related assignments with 
70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair 
(I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians Education 
Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys. 
 
SLO 9:  Exemplify professional behaviors and traits 

necessary to be successful in the Auto Collision Industry.   

  

Assessment Method: 

 

1) Professionalism and Participation assessments by 
professors evaluated by: 

a. Appear on time for class. (80% or higher) 

b. Turn in assignments on time. (80% or higher) 

c. Exhibits neatness and order while working in 

the laboratory. (90% or higher) 

d. Care of tools and equipment while participating 

in functions of the lab. (99% or higher) 



 

e. Participation in activities throughout the 

semester. (80% or higher) 

f. Effectively manages time on assigned tasks. 

(85% or higher) 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair 
(I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians Education 
Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

Assessments are ongoing each semester, to successively 
enhanced, identify improvements for students and the 
program. Assessments are addressed to help replicate the 
rapidly technological developments of the industry.  
Continue with sheet metal manipulation with hammer and 
dolly work. Stay with the perseverance of laboratory tasks 
assessments as per Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians 
Education Foundation (NATEF) tasks lists. 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

Course tasks and assignments. 
AS DEGREE Student Survey Data. 
SLO Assessment Tool from Student Survey. 
 
Course tasks and assignments results as per semester lab 
assignments and tests rubrics, concluded that lab exercises can 
be quickly adjusted as the semester progresses  to meet 
student deficiencies. Improvements have been made with 
finishing fillers and metal working techniques. Stands are being 
built to be utilized by students for metal working tasks in the 
fall 2013 semester as per advisory committee input. 
 

Evaluation Table Data: Student 
Question Set Data: Division wide 

Evaluation Type: Program 
Start year: 2008 End year: 2012 

 
AVERAGE OF RESPONSES FOR AS Auto Body Technician 

Year Semester Responses Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 

2012  SPRING  36  3.53  3.58  3.53  3.89  3.72  3.75  3.61  N/A  2.32  N/A  

2011  FALL  3  4  4  4  3.33  4  3.67  3.67  N/A  1.17  N/A  

2011  SPRING  40  3.2  3.1  3.19  3.22  3.4  3.48  3.38  N/A  2.1  N/A  

2010  FALL  42  3.61  3.54  3.56  3.64  3.58  3.65  3.51  N/A  2.63  N/A  



 

2010  SPRING  62  3.75  3.71  3.76  3.76  3.8  3.82  3.73  N/A  3.1  N/A  

2009  FALL  53  3.75  3.65  3.7  3.61  3.72  3.7  3.62  N/A  2.32  N/A  

2008  FALL  8  2.88  2.88  2.88  3.25  3  2.88  2.75  N/A  2.25  N/A  

 
The period above averages for the for composed data was:      
Question #1(Q1) from above table addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 
and averaged a 3.53 on a 4.0 grading scale. 
Question #2 (Q2) addresses SLO 2 &4 and averaged a 3.49  
 Question #3 (Q3) addresses SLO 1, 2, & 3  and averaged a 3.52 
Question #4 (Q4) addresses SLO1 and 3 and averaged a 3.53 
Question #5 (Q5) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 and averaged a 3.6 
Question #6 (Q6) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4   and averaged 3.56 
Question #7 (Q7) addresses SLO 1,& 4 and averaged a 3.47 
Question #9 (Q8) Q7 addresses SLO 1, & 4 and averaged a 2.27 
 
Additionally, end of semester course SLO surveys were 
administered (spring of 2013.) 
During the final exam, a Likert-scale survey was used to ask 
student to self-assess their ability for the course outcomes.  
 
ATCH 170 Course SLO’s survey (Fall 2013)↓  

Students 26 Very Well Fairly Well Somewhat  Slightly Poor 
SLO#1 22 7 1   
SLO#2 26 4    
SLO#3 28 1 1   
SLO#4 27 3    
SLO#5 29 1    
SLO#6 17 2 1   
SLO#7 26 4    
SLO#8 27 3    
SLO#9 20 8 2   

 
 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

Assessments made from tasks in the lab, projects, surveys, and 
tests scores indicate students are retaining and developing 
incremental skill attributes for the preparation of success for 
an entry level technician in the industry.  
It was concluded that developing SOP’s (standard operating 
procedures) for student tasks help standardize procedures and 
expectations of students.  Additionally, it was decided to 
continue with the student assessments and/or questionnaire 
at the conclusion of the course, to assist in quantifying student 
perspectives toward assessments of certain tasks, marks, 
and/or procedures. 

6 Recommended Changes & From analysis of assessments, some planned course 



 

Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

improvement considerations: 
 
ATCH 170 course (beginning auto body repair)- concluded that 
rather than have students solely go to repair facilities and 
gather damaged fenders for metal working, that  fabrication of 
metalworking stands will be utilized. After the use of the 
metalworking stands for one semester and doing different 
procedures with multiple tasks, it was concluded that these 
stands were very beneficial. Students did find tasks challenging 
but enlightening. The piece of metal used was 20 gauge cold 
rolled mild steel, future pieces considered for the next 
semester is using a thinner 22 or 24 gauge to allow easer 
hammer and dolly achievement. Or using an AK type sheet 
metal which is much more malleable. Students were able to 
take their “project “home, inculcating personal pride, 
accomplishment, self-esteem and success.  Many did take 
volumes of pride and painted panel showed this. 
 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

The conclusions derived from the first trial run of these metal 
working   stations were primarily from Ron McDonald and 
students. Discussions from other faculty in the program were 
also discussed, however he did not teach that semester but 
gave input. Other conversations were had with industry 
owners, managers, technicians and other faculties in other 
related discipline(s) have generated many ideas and strategies. 
These ideas have been brought up at program and/or division 
meetings that have lead to dialogue at advisory committee 
meetings. This dialogue has been constructive and productive 
for the course and program. Utilization of recent metal 
working stands helps course assessment tasks.  

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program 
needs to complete a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS 
and program mapping documents are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   

 
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this 
document be stored on a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this 
document be stored on a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division: Engineering& Technology     Program: Auto Body / Collision Repair     Date: 
12/19/2013        v. 3 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  Course ATCH 175 Automotive Painting 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx


 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  Ron McDonald, Henry Wintergerst  
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed   Yes X  No______ 
    
1 Student Learning Outcome 

Statements  

□  Program 

X Course 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: PPE, handling, storage, 

and proper use of materials associated within the 

Auto Collision Industry.  

  

  

SLO 2:   Students will acquire technical 
knowledge and develop critical thinking 
regarding safety in and around auto body 
refinish repair and the collision industry, 
including, but not limited to: Identify refinish 
damage reports, estimating guides, terms, and 
refinish considerations involved with the 
writing of a refinish and collision estimate. 
Identify customer information and 
relationships. 

  

 

SLO 3: Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body refinish repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Identify 

different types of hazardous chemicals, MSDS, 

handling, storage; exposure risks and other 

considerations of refinish material hazardous waste. 

Identifying necessary PPE associated with auto body 

refinishing. Demonstrate safe and efficient methods 

for handling and using automotive refinishing 

materials. Demonstrate safe and sane handling of 

chemicals before, during, and after the job, including 

the handling and disposal of hazardous wastes 

 

SLO 4: Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body refinish repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Operate and 

maintain tools and equipment used in the automotive 

refinishing materials. Demonstrate proper care and 

maintenance of auto refinishing equipment. 

Demonstrate correct adjustment of air pressures and 

spray gun adjustments for spray pattern and material 

(paint) volume being applied to the surface. 

 



 

SLO 5: Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body refinish repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Analyze the 

surface condition prior to starting the refinishing 

procedure. Demonstrate chemical cleaning of the 

surface to be refinished.  Prepare the surface prior to 

the application of various types of 

undercoats. Demonstrate scratch removal prior to 

refinishing and apply proper sanding and feather-

edging techniques.                                     
 

SLO 6: Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body refinish repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Apply 

techniques for various undercoat systems. Apply 

techniques relating to various types of topcoat 

systems. Recognize and evaluate any paint 

abnormalities both during the application phase of 

the job and after the job is completed. 

 
SLO 7: Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body refinish repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Demonstrate 

color adjustment (tinting) for paint matching using 

either gun technique or tinting or both.                                       

 
SLO 8: Students will acquire technical knowledge 
and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 
around auto body refinish repair and the collision 
industry, including, but not limited to: Apply 
troubleshooting techniques for solving paint 
problems. 

 
SLO 9: Students will acquire technical knowledge 
and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 
around auto body refinish repair and the collision 
industry, including, but not limited to: Demonstrate 
and apply various surface preparation methods 
prior to buffing and polishing. Demonstrate and 
apply various buffing and polishing techniques.   

 

SLO 10:  Students shall exemplify professional 

behaviors and traits necessary to be successful in the 

Auto Collision Industry.   

 

2 Assessment Methods Plan  



 

(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: PPE, handling, storage, 

and proper use of materials associated within the 

Auto Collision Industry.  

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of safety tests with a 95% or higher 

marks. Completed orientation of personal 
protective equipment utilized in laboratory 
(100%). Completion of job safety orientation of 
industry tools, equipment, and materials 
utilized in the course (100%). 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics 
and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task 
lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 2: Students will acquire technical 
knowledge and develop critical thinking 
regarding safety in and around auto body 
refinish repair and the collision industry, 
including, but not limited to: Identify refinish 
damage reports, estimating guides, terms, and 
refinish considerations involved with the 
writing of a refinish and collision estimate. 
Identify customer information and 
relationships. 
. 

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of classroom and laboratory 

estimate sheets assignments and tasks with 
70% or higher marks.  

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics 
and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task 



 

lists.    
3) Student surveys.    

 
 

 

SLO 3: Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body refinish repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Identify 

different types of hazardous chemicals, MSDS, 

handling, storage; exposure risks and other 

considerations of refinish material hazardous waste. 

Identifying necessary PPE associated with auto body 

refinishing. Demonstrate safe and efficient methods 

for handling and using automotive refinishing 

materials. Demonstrate safe and sane handling of 

chemicals before, during, and after the job, including 

the handling and disposal of hazardous wastes 

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other 

related paint material assignments and tasks 
with 70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics 
and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task 
lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 
 

SLO 4: Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body refinish repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Operate and 

maintain tools and equipment used in the automotive 

refinishing materials. Demonstrate proper care and 

maintenance of auto refinishing equipment. 

Demonstrate correct adjustment of air pressures and 

spray gun adjustments for spray pattern and material 

(paint) volume being applied to the surface. 

  

Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other 

refinish equipment related assignments and 



 

tasks with 70% or higher marks. 
2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 

laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics 
and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task 
lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 5: Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body refinish repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Analyze the 

surface condition prior to starting the refinishing 

procedure. Demonstrate chemical cleaning of the 

surface to be refinished.  Prepare the surface prior to 

the application of various types of undercoats. 

Demonstrate scratch removal prior to refinishing and 

apply proper sanding and feather-edging techniques.     
Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of classroom, laboratory , and other 

surface preparation related assignments and 
tasks with 70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics 
and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task 
lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 
SLO 6: Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body refinish repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Apply 

techniques for various undercoat systems. Apply 

techniques relating to various types of topcoat 

systems. Recognize and evaluate any paint 

abnormalities both during the application phase of 

the job and after the job is completed. 

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other 

refinishing techniques/ material differentiation 



 

related assignments and tasks with 70% or 
higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics 
and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task 
lists.    

3) Student surveys.   
  
SLO 7: Students will acquire technical knowledge 

and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 

around auto body refinish repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Demonstrate 

color adjustment (tinting) for paint matching using 

either gun technique or tinting or both.                                       

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other 

related color matching assignments and tasks 
with 70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics 
and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task 
lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 
 

SLO 8: Students will acquire technical knowledge 
and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 
around auto body refinish repair and the collision 
industry, including, but not limited to: Apply 
troubleshooting techniques for solving paint 
problems. 
 
Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other 

paint problem related assignments and tasks 
with 70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 



 

assessments reflected by course grading rubrics 
and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task 
lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 9: Students will acquire technical knowledge 
and develop critical thinking regarding safety in and 
around auto body refinish repair and the collision 
industry, including, but not limited to: Demonstrate 
and apply various surface preparation methods 
prior to buffing and polishing. Demonstrate and 
apply various buffing and polishing techniques.  
  
Assessment Method: 

                    
1) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other 

buffing/ polishing related assignments and tasks 
with 70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics 
and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task 
lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 10:  Students shall exemplify professional 

behaviors and traits necessary to be successful in the 

Auto Collision Industry                                 
 

Assessment Method: 

1) Professionalism and Participation assessments 
by professors evaluated by: 

a. Appear on time for class. (80% or 

higher) 

b. Turn in assignments on time. (80% or 

higher) 

c. Exhibits neatness and order while 

working in the laboratory. (90% or 

higher) 

d. Care of tools and equipment while 

participating in functions of the lab. 

(99% or higher) 

e. Participation in activities throughout the 

semester. (80% or higher) 



 

f. Effectively manages time on assigned 

tasks. (85% or higher) 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and 
laboratory assignments, projects and hands on 
assessments reflected by course grading rubrics 
and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task 
lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
3 Assessment Administration 

Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

1) All Auto Body courses have SLO’s and 
assessments identified.  Assessments are 
ongoing each semester, to successively 
enhanced, identify improvements for students 
and the program. Also, assessments are 
addressed to help replicate the rapidly 
technological developments of the industry.  

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

Course tasks and assignments. 
AS DEGREE Student Survey Data. 
SLO Assessment Tool from Student Survey. 
 
 
Course tasks and assignments results as per semester 
lab assignments and tests rubrics, concluded that lab 
exercises can be quickly adjusted as the semester 
progresses  to meet student deficiencies. A mark 
improvement was noted in water borne paint 
application and tinting. 
 

Evaluation Table Data: Student 
Question Set Data: Division wide 

Evaluation Type: Program 
Start year: 2008 End year: 2012 

 
AVERAGE OF RESPONSES FOR AS Auto Body Technician 

Year Semester Responses Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 

2012  SPRING  36  3.53  3.58  3.53  3.89  3.72  3.75  3.61  N/A  2.32  N/A  

2011  FALL  3  4  4  4  3.33  4  3.67  3.67  N/A  1.17  N/A  

2011  SPRING  40  3.2  3.1  3.19  3.22  3.4  3.48  3.38  N/A  2.1  N/A  

2010  FALL  42  3.61  3.54  3.56  3.64  3.58  3.65  3.51  N/A  2.63  N/A  

2010  SPRING  62  3.75  3.71  3.76  3.76  3.8  3.82  3.73  N/A  3.1  N/A  

2009  FALL  53  3.75  3.65  3.7  3.61  3.72  3.7  3.62  N/A  2.32  N/A  



 

2008  FALL  8  2.88  2.88  2.88  3.25  3  2.88  2.75  N/A  2.25  N/A  

 
The period above averages for the for composed data 
was:      
Question #1(Q1) from above table addresses SLO1, 2, 3, 
& 4 and averaged a 3.53 on a 4.0 grading scale. 
Question #2 (Q2) addresses SLO 2 &4 and averaged a 
3.49  
 Question #3 (Q3) addresses SLO 1, 2, & 3  and averaged 
a 3.52 
Question #4 (Q4) addresses SLO1 and 3 and averaged a 
3.53 
Question #5 (Q5) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 and 
averaged a 3.6 
Question #6 (Q6) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4   and 
averaged 3.56 
Question #7 (Q7) addresses SLO 1,& 4 and averaged a 
3.47 
Question #9 (Q8) Q7 addresses SLO 1, & 4 and averaged 
a 2.27 
 
 
 
 
Additionally, end of semester course SLO surveys were 
administered (spring of 2012.) 
During the final exam, a Likert-scale survey was used to 
ask student to self-assess their ability for the course 
outcomes.  
 
ATCH 175 Course SLO’s survey (Fall2013) ↓ 

19 Very Well Fairly Well Somewhat  Slightly Poor 
SLO#1 14 1    
SLO#2 10 5    
SLO#3 12 3    
SLO#4 12 3    
SLO#5 14 1    
SLO#6 14 1    
SLO#7 10 3 2   
SLO#8 8 6 1   
SLO#9 13 2    
SLO#10 11 4  1  

 
 
 



 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

Assessments made from tasks in the lab, projects, 
surveys, and tests scores indicate students are retaining 
and developing incremental skill attributes for the 
preparation of success for an entry level technician in 
the industry.  
It was concluded that developing SOP’s (standard 
operating procedures) for student tasks help 
standardize procedures and expectations of students.  
Additionally, it was decided to continue with the 
student assessments and/or questionnaire at the 
conclusion of the course, to assist in quantifying student 
perspectives toward assessments of certain tasks, 
marks, and/or procedures. 

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

From analysis of assessments, some planned course 
improvement considerations: 
 
ATCH 175 course (beginning automotive refinishing / 
painting) discussions concluded that the continuation of 
expanding water born techniques, color matching 
exercises, empowering additional masking tasks, 
continue current polishing tasks and incorporating 
additional tasks during mid-semester.  Other blending 
techniques were another contemplation for future 
semesters. 
 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

Discussions from visits with industry owners, managers, 
technicians and other faculty in other related 
discipline(s) have generated many ideas and strategies. 
These ideas have been brought up at program and/or 
division meetings that have lead to dialogue at advisory 
committee meetings. This dialogue has been 
constructive and productive for the course and 
program.  

 
**Course and program level outcomes are required by ACCJC to be aligned.  Each program 
needs to complete a program map to show the alignment.  See examples of completed CPAS 
and program mapping documents are available at http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa   
 

 

 

 

Division: Engineering& Technology     Program: Auto Body / Collision Repair     Date: 
5/29/2013        v. 3 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  Course ATCH 170 Auto Body Repair 1 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa


 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  Ron McDonald, & Henry 

Wintergerst. 
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed   Yes X  No______ 
    
1 Student Learning 

Outcome Statements  

□ Program 

X Course 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking regarding safety in and around auto body repair and 

the collision industry, including, but not limited to: PPE, handling, 

storage, and proper use of materials associated within the Auto 

Collision Industry.  

  

SLO 2:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and 

efficient methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, 

but not limited to operation and maintenance of tools and equipment 

used to repair auto collision damage. 

  

SLO 3:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and 

efficient methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, 

but not limited to: Define terms and characteristics of automotive 

steel. Define terms and characteristics of automotive steel.  Describe 

metal damage and identify variables that affect the severity, type of 

damage, and repair decisions. Describe Metallurgy related to auto 

body repair including the principles of work hardening, stress 

relieving, changes in grain structure and physical properties of metals 

used in automobiles and light trucks. Define metalworking terms, 

understand how to recognize, locate high and low spots, 

metalworking procedures, and manipulation of sheet metal 

straightening techniques. 

 

SLO 4:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and 

efficient methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, 

but not limited to: Describe, define the measuring of vehicles and 

making comparisons to vehicle dimensions, specifications, and 

diagrams to determine the amount of misalignment before a repair 

and the degree of quality control during the straightening process. 

 
SLO 5: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 
thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and efficient 
methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, but not 
limited to: Identify different types of vehicle construction. Identify 
unibody, body over frame and space frame construction. Describe 
types of materials used for vehicle construction. Define types of 
damage affecting repair/ replace decisions. 
 
SLO 6:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 
thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and efficient 



 

methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, but not 
limited to: Identify direct and indirect damage Identify damage 
reports, estimating guides, terms, and considerations involved with 
the writing of an estimate. Identify customer information and 
relationships. 

  

 
SLO 7: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and 

efficient methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, 

but not limited to: Methods for repairing plastics and fiberglass 

panels used in auto body construction.   

  
SLO 8:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and 

efficient methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, 

but not limited to: Metal inert gas welding with continuous, spot, and 

stitch modes on auto body sheet metal.  Develop skills with Oxy-

acetylene torch use and heat shrinking auto body sheet metal. 

 
SLO 9:  Exemplify professional behaviors and traits necessary to be 

successful in the Auto Collision Industry.   

   

2 Assessment Methods 
Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring 
rubrics, SLO mapping 
diagrams) 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking regarding safety in and around auto body repair and 

the collision industry, including, but not limited to: PPE, handling, 

storage, and proper use of materials associated within the Auto 

Collision Industry.  

  

Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of safety tests with a 95% or higher marks. 

Completed orientation of personal protective equipment utilized 
in laboratory (100%). Completion of job safety orientation of 
industry tools, equipment, and materials utilized in the course 
(100%). 

5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory 
assignments, projects and hands on assessments reflected by 
course grading rubrics and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision -Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians 
Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 2:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and 

efficient methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, 

but not limited to operation and maintenance of tools and equipment 

used to repair auto collision damage. 



 

  

Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of classroom and laboratory assignments and tasks 

with 70% or higher marks.  
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory 

assignments, projects and hands on maintenance assessments 
reflected by course grading rubrics and the Inter-Industry 
Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive 
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 
 

 

SLO 3:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and 

efficient methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, 

but not limited to: Define terms and characteristics of automotive 

steel. Define terms and characteristics of automotive steel.  Describe 

metal damage and identify variables that affect the severity, type of 

damage, and repair decisions. Describe Metallurgy related to auto 

body repair including the principles of work hardening, stress 

relieving, changes in grain structure and physical properties of metals 

used in automobiles and light trucks. Define metalworking terms, 

understand how to recognize, locate high and low spots, 

metalworking procedures, and manipulation of sheet metal 

straightening techniques. 

  

Assessment Method: 

      
4) Completion of classroom and laboratory metalworking coupons, 

tasks and other related assignments with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory 

assignments, projects and hands on assessments reflected by 
course grading rubrics and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians 
Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 
 

SLO 4: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and 

efficient methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, 

but not limited to: Describe, define the measuring of vehicles and 

making comparisons to vehicle dimensions, specifications, and 

diagrams to determine the amount of misalignment before a repair and 

the degree of quality control during the straightening process. 

 

Assessment Method: 



 

      
4) Completion of classroom and laboratory measuring sheets, tasks 

and other related assignments with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory 

assignments, projects and hands on assessments reflected by 
course grading rubrics and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians 
Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys Student surveys. 

 

SLO 5: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 
thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and efficient 
methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, but not 
limited to: Identify different types of vehicle construction. Identify 
unibody, body over frame and space frame construction. Describe 
types of materials used for vehicle construction. Define types of 
damage affecting repair/ replace decisions. 
 
Assessment Method: 

      
4) Completion of classroom and laboratory identification tasks and 

other related assignments with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory 

assignments, projects and hands on assessments reflected by 
course grading rubrics and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians 
Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys. 
 

SLO 6:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 
thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and efficient 
methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, but not 
limited to: Identify direct and indirect damage Identify damage 
reports, estimating guides, terms, and considerations involved with 
the writing of an estimate. Identify customer information and 
relationships. 
 

Assessment Method: 

      
4) Completion of classroom and laboratory estimating sheets, tasks 

and other related assignments with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory 

assignments, projects and hands on assessments reflected by 
course grading rubrics and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians 
Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys. 



 

 

 
SLO 7: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and 

efficient methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, 

but not limited to: Methods for repairing plastics and fiberglass panels 

used in auto body construction.   

 

 Assessment Method: 

      
4) Completion of classroom and laboratory plastic coupons, 

fiberglass tasks, and other related assignments with 70% or 
higher marks. 

5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory 
assignments, projects and hands on assessments reflected by 
course grading rubrics and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians 
Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys. 
 
SLO 8:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop 

critical thinking capabilities in analysis and diagnose of safe and 

efficient methods for repairing auto body collision damage, including, 

but not limited to: Metal inert gas welding with continuous, spot, and 

stitch modes on auto body sheet metal.  Develop skills with Oxy-

acetylene torch use and heat shrinking auto body sheet metal. 

 

Assessment Method: 

      
4) Completion of classroom and laboratory welding coupons, tasks, 

and other related assignments with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory 

assignments, projects and hands on assessments reflected by 
course grading rubrics and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians 
Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys. 
 
SLO 9:  Exemplify professional behaviors and traits necessary to be 

successful in the Auto Collision Industry.   

  

Assessment Method: 

 

4) Professionalism and Participation assessments by professors 
evaluated by: 

g. Appear on time for class. (80% or higher) 

h. Turn in assignments on time. (80% or higher) 

i. Exhibits neatness and order while working in the 



 

laboratory. (90% or higher) 

j. Care of tools and equipment while participating in 

functions of the lab. (99% or higher) 

k. Participation in activities throughout the semester. (80% 

or higher) 

l. Effectively manages time on assigned tasks. (85% or 

higher) 

5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory 
assignments, projects and hands on assessments reflected by 
course grading rubrics and the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto 
Collision Repair (I-CAR) National Automotive Technicians 
Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 

3 Assessment 
Administration Plan 
(date(s), sample size or 
selection of course 
sections, scoring 
procedures, etc.) 

Assessments are ongoing each semester, to successively enhanced, 
identify improvements for students and the program. Assessments 
are addressed to help replicate the rapidly technological 
developments of the industry.  
Continue with sheet metal manipulation with hammer and dolly 
work. Stay with the perseverance of laboratory tasks assessments as 
per Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) 
National Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) 
tasks lists. 

4 Assessment Results 
Summary (summarize 
Data) 

Course tasks and assignments. 
AS DEGREE Student Survey Data. 
SLO Assessment Tool from Student Survey. 
 
Course tasks and assignments results as per semester lab assignments 
and tests rubrics, concluded that lab exercises can be quickly adjusted as 
the semester progresses  to meet student deficiencies. Improvements 
have been made with finishing fillers and metal working techniques. 
Stands are being built to be utilized by students for metal working tasks 
in the fall 2013 semester as per advisory committee input. 
 

Evaluation Table Data: Student 
Question Set Data: Division wide 

Evaluation Type: Program 
Start year: 2008 End year: 2012 

 
AVERAGE OF RESPONSES FOR AS Auto Body Technician 

Year 
Semeste

r 
Response

s 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 

2012
  

SPRING  36  
3.53
  

3.58
  

3.53
  

3.89
  

3.72
  

3.75
  

3.61
  

N/A  
2.32
  

N/A
  



 

2011
  

FALL  3  4  4  4  
3.33
  

4  
3.67
  

3.67
  

N/A  
1.17
  

N/A
  

2011
  

SPRING  40  3.2  3.1  
3.19
  

3.22
  

3.4  
3.48
  

3.38
  

N/A  2.1  
N/A
  

2010
  

FALL  42  
3.61
  

3.54
  

3.56
  

3.64
  

3.58
  

3.65
  

3.51
  

N/A  
2.63
  

N/A
  

2010
  

SPRING  62  
3.75
  

3.71
  

3.76
  

3.76
  

3.8  
3.82
  

3.73
  

N/A  3.1  
N/A
  

2009
  

FALL  53  
3.75
  

3.65
  

3.7  
3.61
  

3.72
  

3.7  
3.62
  

N/A  
2.32
  

N/A
  

2008
  

FALL  8  
2.88
  

2.88
  

2.88
  

3.25
  

3  
2.88
  

2.75
  

N/A  
2.25
  

N/A
  

 
The period above averages for the for composed data was:      
Question #1(Q1) from above table addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 and 
averaged a 3.53 on a 4.0 grading scale. 
Question #2 (Q2) addresses SLO 2 &4 and averaged a 3.49  
 Question #3 (Q3) addresses SLO 1, 2, & 3  and averaged a 3.52 
Question #4 (Q4) addresses SLO1 and 3 and averaged a 3.53 
Question #5 (Q5) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 and averaged a 3.6 
Question #6 (Q6) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4   and averaged 3.56 
Question #7 (Q7) addresses SLO 1,& 4 and averaged a 3.47 
Question #9 (Q8) Q7 addresses SLO 1, & 4 and averaged a 2.27 
 
Additionally, end of semester course SLO surveys were administered 
(spring of 2013.) 
During the final exam, a Likert-scale survey was used to ask student to 
self-assess their ability for the course outcomes.  
 
ATCH 170 Course SLO’s survey (Sp2013)↓  

Students 26 Very Well Fairly Well Somewhat  Slightly Poor 
SLO#1 14 3    
SLO#2 15 2    
SLO#3 16 0 1   
SLO#4 15 1 1   
SLO#5 13 4    
SLO#6 17     
SLO#7 16 1    
SLO#8 17     
SLO#9 14 1 2   

 
 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, 

Assessments made from tasks in the lab, projects, surveys, and tests 
scores indicate students are retaining and developing incremental skill 



 

and Effectiveness of 
Previous Improvement 
Plans  

attributes for the preparation of success for an entry level technician in 
the industry.  
It was concluded that developing SOP’s (standard operating procedures) 
for student tasks help standardize procedures and expectations of 
students.  Additionally, it was decided to continue with the student 
assessments and/or questionnaire at the conclusion of the course, to 
assist in quantifying student perspectives toward assessments of certain 
tasks, marks, and/or procedures. 

6 Recommended Changes 
& Plans for 
Implementation of 
Improvements 

From analysis of assessments, some planned course improvement 
considerations: 
 
ATCH 170 course (beginning auto body repair)- discussion concluded that 
rather than have students solely go to repair facilities and gather 
damaged fenders for metal working, that  fabrication of metalworking 
stands will be made, enabling different procedures and functions, doing  
multiple tasks, all with one piece of metal. Students would also be able to 
take their “project “home, inculcating personal pride, accomplishment, 
self-esteem and success.   
 

7 Description or evidence 
of dialog among course or 
program-level faculty 
about assessment plan 
and results  

Discussions from visits with industry owners, managers, technicians and 
other faculty in other related discipline(s) have generated many ideas 
and strategies. These ideas have been brought up at program and/or 
division meetings that have lead to dialogue at advisory committee 
meetings. This dialogue has been constructive and productive for the 
course and program. Utilization of recent metal working stands helps 
course assessment tasks.  

Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this 
document be stored on a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division: Engineering& Technology     Program: Auto Body / Collision Repair     Date: 
6/30/2013        v. 3 2012 

Courses in program, or course: Course ATCH 171 Advance Auto Body  

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  Ron McDonald, & Henry 

Wintergerst.  
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed   Yes X  No______ 
    

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□Program 

X Course 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 

thinking regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: PPE, handling, storage, and proper 

use of materials associated within the Auto Collision Industry.  
                

 
SLO 2:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 

thinking regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx


 

industry, including, but not limited to: operation and maintenance of hand, 

pneumatic, power and portable hydraulic tools and equipment used to 

repair auto collision damage.              

 
SLO 3:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 
thinking regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision 
industry, including, but not limited to: Acquire technical knowledge and 
develop critical thinking capabilities, repair procedures and cautions 
regarding the various advanced high strength steels and materials found in 
late model vehicles. 

               
SLO 4:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 
thinking regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision 
industry, including, but not limited to: Acquire technical knowledge and 
develop critical thinking capabilities of various advanced vehicle systems, 
restraint systems, and hybrid concerns of late model vehicles.             

  
 

SLO 5:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 

thinking regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Demonstrate frame bench 

procedures including clamping, pulling and restoring dimensions to 

specified tolerances.  

 
SLO 6:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 

thinking regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision 

industry, including, but not limited to: Describe, define datum, centerline, 

zero point and under hood, measuring of vehicles, then making 

comparisons to vehicle dimensions, specifications, and diagrams to analyze 

determine the amount of misalignment before a repair and the degree of 

quality control during the straightening process.                       
 

SLO 7:   Exemplify and characterize professional behaviors and traits 

necessary to be successful in the Auto Collision Industry.   

 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: PPE, handling, storage, and proper use of materials 

associated within the Auto Collision Industry.  
                 

  Assessment Method: 

                    
7) Completion of safety tests with a 95% or higher marks. Completed orientation 

of personal protective equipment utilized in laboratory (100%). Completion of 
job safety orientation of industry tools, equipment, and materials utilized in 
the course (100%). 

8) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 



 

projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

9) Student surveys.    
 

 

SLO 2:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: operation and maintenance of hand, pneumatic, power 

and portable hydraulic tools and equipment used to repair auto collision damage. 

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
7) Completion of classroom, laboratory equipment assignments and related tasks 

with 70% or higher marks.  
8) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 

projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

9) Student surveys.    
 
 

 

SLO 3:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 
regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision industry, 
including, but not limited to: Acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 
thinking capabilities, repair procedures and cautions regarding the various 
advanced high strength steels and materials found in late model vehicles. 
 

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
7) Completion of classroom, laboratory and other materials related assignments 

and tasks with 70% or higher marks. 
8) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 

projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

9) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 4:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 
regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision industry, 
including, but not limited to: Acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 
thinking capabilities of various advanced vehicle systems, restraint systems, and 
hybrid concerns of late model vehicles.   

 
Assessment Method: 
                    



 

1) Completion of classroom, laboratory assignments, projects, and other 
advanced system related job tasks with 70% or higher marks.  

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
             

 
SLO 5:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Demonstrate frame bench procedures including 

clamping, pulling and restoring dimensions to specified tolerances. 

  
Assessment Method:   
                  

1) Completion of classroom, laboratory assignments, and other Frame machine 
related  job tasks with 70% or higher marks.  

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

 
SLO 6:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Describe, define datum, centerline, zero point and 

under hood, measuring of vehicles, then making comparisons to vehicle dimensions, 

specifications, and diagrams to analyze determine the amount of misalignment 

before a repair and the degree of quality control during the straightening process.  
 
Assessment Method:   
                  

1) Completion of classroom, estimating laboratory assignments, and other related 
job tasks with 70% or higher marks.  

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
                      
SLO 7:   Exemplify and characterize professional behaviors and traits necessary to 

be successful in the Auto  

               Collision Industry.   

Assessment Method: 

7) Professionalism and Participation assessments by professors evaluated by: 
m. Appear on time for class. (80% or higher) 



 

n. Turn in assignments on time. (80% or higher) 

o. Exhibits neatness and order while working in the laboratory. (90% or 

higher) 

p. Care of tools and equipment while participating in functions of the lab. 

(99% or higher) 

q. Participation in activities throughout the semester. (80% or higher) 

r. Effectively manages time on assigned tasks. (85% or higher) 

8) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

9) Student surveys.    
 

 

 

 

 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

2) All Auto Body courses have SLO’s and assessments identified.  Assessments are 
ongoing each semester, to successively enhanced, identify improvements for 
students and the program. Also, assessments are addressed to help replicate 
the rapidly technological developments of the industry. The two courses 
recognized within the program that has the most inclusive assessments results, 
they are ATCH 175 and ATCH 170. See attached Program SLO Mapping 
document.   

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

Course tasks and assignments. 
AS DEGREE Student Survey Data. 
SLO Assessment Tool from Student Survey. 
 
Course tasks and assignments results as per semester lab assignments and tests 
rubrics, concluded that lab exercises can be quickly adjusted as the semester 
progresses  to meet student deficiencies. Improvements have been made with finishing 
metal working and frame repair techniques. Attention is also being expanded  into 
addressing concerns of newer systems found on late model vehicles. 
 

Evaluation Table Data: Student 
Question Set Data: Divisionwide 

Evaluation Type: Program 
Start year: 2008 End year: 2012 

 
AVERAGE OF RESPONSES FOR AS Auto Body Technician 

Year Semester Responses Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 

2012  SPRING  36  3.53  3.58  3.53  3.89  3.72  3.75  3.61  N/A  2.32  N/A  

2011  FALL  3  4  4  4  3.33  4  3.67  3.67  N/A  1.17  N/A  

2011  SPRING  40  3.2  3.1  3.19  3.22  3.4  3.48  3.38  N/A  2.1  N/A  



 

2010  FALL  42  3.61  3.54  3.56  3.64  3.58  3.65  3.51  N/A  2.63  N/A  

2010  SPRING  62  3.75  3.71  3.76  3.76  3.8  3.82  3.73  N/A  3.1  N/A  

2009  FALL  53  3.75  3.65  3.7  3.61  3.72  3.7  3.62  N/A  2.32  N/A  

2008  FALL  8  2.88  2.88  2.88  3.25  3  2.88  2.75  N/A  2.25  N/A  

 
The period above averages for the for composed data was:      
Question #1(Q1) from above table addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 and averaged a 3.53 on a 
4.0 grading scale. 
Question #2 (Q2) addresses SLO 2 &4 and averaged a 3.49  
 Question #3 (Q3) addresses SLO 1, 2, & 3  and averaged a 3.52 
Question #4 (Q4) addresses SLO1 and 3 and averaged a 3.53 
Question #5 (Q5) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 and averaged a 3.6 
Question #6 (Q6) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4   and averaged 3.56 
Question #7 (Q7) addresses SLO 1,& 4 and averaged a 3.47 
Question #9 (Q8) Q7 addresses SLO 1, & 4 and averaged a 2.27 
 
 
 
 
Additionally, end of semester course SLO surveys were administered (spring of 2012.) 
During the final exam, a Likert-scale survey was used to ask student to self-assess their 
ability for the course outcomes.  
 
 
ATCH 171 Course SLO’s survey (Sp2013)↓ 

19 out of 21 Very Well Fairly Well Somewhat  Slightly Poor 
SLO#1 14 5    
SLO#2 13 6    
SLO#3 9 7 2   
SLO#4 8 9 2   
SLO#5 10 7    
SLO#6 9 7 3   

 
 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

Assessments made from tasks in the lab, projects, surveys, and tests scores indicate 
students are retaining and developing incremental skill attributes for the preparation 
of success for an entry level technician in the industry.  
Determinations made from advisory and other instructor’s reinforced conclusions of 
assessments made from tasks in the lab, projects, and tests scores are the best 
indication of skill and knowledge attainment. These developments are necessary for 
skill attributes for the preparation of success for an entry level technician in the 
industry.  
Giving students an assessment in the beginning of the course concluded a good 
measure for targeting instruction depth. 



 

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

From analysis of assessments, planned course improvement considerations: 
 
ATCH 171 course (advanced auto body repair) discussions concluded that the mock 
frame rails were very beneficial to teach and understand various sectioning procedures 
for students. Resistance spot welds were made and then measured, cut, spliced, and 
re-welded utilizing M.I.G.& STRSW processes. These steps were meant to mimic real 
world procedures utilized in unibody frame rail replacement. Students would create 
something enabling them to personalize their project. 
Changes need to be made to project blueprints for better understanding and student 
success. 
 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

Discussions with other faculty in the same and other discipline(s) have generated many 
ideas and strategies. These ideas have been brought up at program and/or division 
meetings that have lead to dialogue at advisory committee meetings. This dialogue has 
been productive for course and program improvements. 

 

Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this 
document be stored on a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division: Engineering& Technology     Program: Auto Body / Collision Repair     Date: 
5/29/2013        v. 3 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  Course ATCH 175 Automotive Painting 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  Ron McDonald, Henry Wintergerst 

& Rod Souza  
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed   Yes X  No______ 
    

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□  Program 

X Course 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: PPE, handling, storage, and proper use of materials 

associated within the Auto Collision Industry.  

  

  

SLO 2:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 
thinking regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the 
collision industry, including, but not limited to: Identify refinish damage 
reports, estimating guides, terms, and refinish considerations involved with 
the writing of a refinish and collision estimate. Identify customer 
information and relationships. 

  

 

SLO 3: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Identify different types of hazardous chemicals, 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx


 

MSDS, handling, storage; exposure risks and other considerations of refinish 

material hazardous waste. Identifying necessary PPE associated with auto body 

refinishing. Demonstrate safe and efficient methods for handling and using 

automotive refinishing materials. Demonstrate safe and sane handling of chemicals 

before, during, and after the job, including the handling and disposal of hazardous 

wastes 

 

SLO 4: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Operate and maintain tools and equipment used in the 

automotive refinishing materials. Demonstrate proper care and maintenance of auto 

refinishing equipment. Demonstrate correct adjustment of air pressures and spray 

gun adjustments for spray pattern and material (paint) volume being applied to the 

surface. 

 

SLO 5: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Analyze the surface condition prior to starting the 

refinishing procedure. Demonstrate chemical cleaning of the surface to be 

refinished.  Prepare the surface prior to the application of various types of 

undercoats. Demonstrate scratch removal prior to refinishing and apply proper 

sanding and feather-edging techniques.                                     
 

SLO 6: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Apply techniques for various undercoat systems. 

Apply techniques relating to various types of topcoat systems. Recognize and 

evaluate any paint abnormalities both during the application phase of the job and 

after the job is completed. 

 
SLO 7: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Demonstrate color adjustment (tinting) for paint 

matching using either gun technique or tinting or both.                                       

 
SLO 8: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 
regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 
including, but not limited to: Apply troubleshooting techniques for solving paint 
problems. 

 
SLO 9: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 
regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 
including, but not limited to: Demonstrate and apply various surface preparation 
methods prior to buffing and polishing. Demonstrate and apply various buffing 
and polishing techniques.   

 

SLO 10:  Students shall exemplify professional behaviors and traits necessary to be 

successful in the Auto Collision Industry.   

 



 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: PPE, handling, storage, and proper use of materials 

associated within the Auto Collision Industry.  

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of safety tests with a 95% or higher marks. Completed orientation 

of personal protective equipment utilized in laboratory (100%). Completion of 
job safety orientation of industry tools, equipment, and materials utilized in 
the course (100%). 

5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 2: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical 
thinking regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the 
collision industry, including, but not limited to: Identify refinish damage 
reports, estimating guides, terms, and refinish considerations involved with 
the writing of a refinish and collision estimate. Identify customer 
information and relationships. 
. 

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of classroom and laboratory estimate sheets assignments and 

tasks with 70% or higher marks.  
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 

projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 
 

 

SLO 3: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Identify different types of hazardous chemicals, 

MSDS, handling, storage; exposure risks and other considerations of refinish 

material hazardous waste. Identifying necessary PPE associated with auto body 

refinishing. Demonstrate safe and efficient methods for handling and using 

automotive refinishing materials. Demonstrate safe and sane handling of chemicals 

before, during, and after the job, including the handling and disposal of hazardous 

wastes 

 



 

Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other related paint material 

assignments and tasks with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 

projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 
 

SLO 4: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Operate and maintain tools and equipment used in the 

automotive refinishing materials. Demonstrate proper care and maintenance of auto 

refinishing equipment. Demonstrate correct adjustment of air pressures and spray 

gun adjustments for spray pattern and material (paint) volume being applied to the 

surface. 

  

Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other refinish equipment related 

assignments and tasks with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 

projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 5: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Analyze the surface condition prior to starting the 

refinishing procedure. Demonstrate chemical cleaning of the surface to be 

refinished.  Prepare the surface prior to the application of various types of 

undercoats. Demonstrate scratch removal prior to refinishing and apply proper 

sanding and feather-edging techniques.     
Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of classroom, laboratory , and other surface preparation related 

assignments and tasks with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 

projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 
SLO 6: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 



 

including, but not limited to: Apply techniques for various undercoat systems. 

Apply techniques relating to various types of topcoat systems. Recognize and 

evaluate any paint abnormalities both during the application phase of the job and 

after the job is completed. 

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other refinishing techniques/ 

material differentiation related assignments and tasks with 70% or higher 
marks. 

5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.   
  
SLO 7: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Demonstrate color adjustment (tinting) for paint 

matching using either gun technique or tinting or both.                                       

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other related color matching 

assignments and tasks with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 

projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 
 

SLO 8: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 
regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 
including, but not limited to: Apply troubleshooting techniques for solving paint 
problems. 
 
Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other paint problem related 

assignments and tasks with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 

projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 



 

SLO 9: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 
regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 
including, but not limited to: Demonstrate and apply various surface preparation 
methods prior to buffing and polishing. Demonstrate and apply various buffing 
and polishing techniques.  
  
Assessment Method: 

                    
4) Completion of classroom, laboratory, and other buffing/ polishing related 

assignments and tasks with 70% or higher marks. 
5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 

projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 10:  Students shall exemplify professional behaviors and traits necessary to be 

successful in the Auto Collision Industry                                 
 

Assessment Method: 

4) Professionalism and Participation assessments by professors evaluated by: 
a. Appear on time for class. (80% or higher) 

b. Turn in assignments on time. (80% or higher) 

c. Exhibits neatness and order while working in the laboratory. (90% or 

higher) 

d. Care of tools and equipment while participating in functions of the lab. 

(99% or higher) 

e. Participation in activities throughout the semester. (80% or higher) 

f. Effectively manages time on assigned tasks. (85% or higher) 

5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and 
the Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
3 Assessment Administration 

Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

3) All Auto Body courses have SLO’s and assessments identified.  Assessments 
are ongoing each semester, to successively enhanced, identify improvements 
for students and the program. Also, assessments are addressed to help 
replicate the rapidly technological developments of the industry.  

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

Course tasks and assignments. 
AS DEGREE Student Survey Data. 
SLO Assessment Tool from Student Survey. 
 
 
Course tasks and assignments results as per semester lab assignments and tests 
rubrics, concluded that lab exercises can be quickly adjusted as the semester 
progresses  to meet student deficiencies. A mark improvement was noted in water 
borne paint application and tinting. 



 

 

Evaluation Table Data: Student 
Question Set Data: Division wide 

Evaluation Type: Program 
Start year: 2008 End year: 2012 

 
AVERAGE OF RESPONSES FOR AS Auto Body Technician 

Year Semester Responses Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 

2012  SPRING  36  3.53  3.58  3.53  3.89  3.72  3.75  3.61  N/A  2.32  N/A  

2011  FALL  3  4  4  4  3.33  4  3.67  3.67  N/A  1.17  N/A  

2011  SPRING  40  3.2  3.1  3.19  3.22  3.4  3.48  3.38  N/A  2.1  N/A  

2010  FALL  42  3.61  3.54  3.56  3.64  3.58  3.65  3.51  N/A  2.63  N/A  

2010  SPRING  62  3.75  3.71  3.76  3.76  3.8  3.82  3.73  N/A  3.1  N/A  

2009  FALL  53  3.75  3.65  3.7  3.61  3.72  3.7  3.62  N/A  2.32  N/A  

2008  FALL  8  2.88  2.88  2.88  3.25  3  2.88  2.75  N/A  2.25  N/A  

 
The period above averages for the for composed data was:      
Question #1(Q1) from above table addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 and averaged a 3.53 on a 
4.0 grading scale. 
Question #2 (Q2) addresses SLO 2 &4 and averaged a 3.49  
 Question #3 (Q3) addresses SLO 1, 2, & 3  and averaged a 3.52 
Question #4 (Q4) addresses SLO1 and 3 and averaged a 3.53 
Question #5 (Q5) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 and averaged a 3.6 
Question #6 (Q6) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4   and averaged 3.56 
Question #7 (Q7) addresses SLO 1,& 4 and averaged a 3.47 
Question #9 (Q8) Q7 addresses SLO 1, & 4 and averaged a 2.27 
 
 
 
 
Additionally, end of semester course SLO surveys were administered (spring of 2012.) 
During the final exam, a Likert-scale survey was used to ask student to self-assess 
their ability for the course outcomes.  
 
ATCH 175 Course SLO’s survey (Sp2013) ↓ 

19 Very Well Fairly Well Somewhat  Slightly Poor 
SLO#1 16 2 1   
SLO#2 14 5    
SLO#3 15 4    
SLO#4 18 1    
SLO#5 17 2    



 

SLO#6 14 3 1   
SLO#7 10 7 2   
SLO#8 8 11    
SLO#9 9 10    
SLO#10 13 5  1  

 
 
 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

Assessments made from tasks in the lab, projects, surveys, and tests scores indicate 
students are retaining and developing incremental skill attributes for the preparation 
of success for an entry level technician in the industry.  
It was concluded that developing SOP’s (standard operating procedures) for student 
tasks help standardize procedures and expectations of students.  Additionally, it was 
decided to continue with the student assessments and/or questionnaire at the 
conclusion of the course, to assist in quantifying student perspectives toward 
assessments of certain tasks, marks, and/or procedures. 

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

From analysis of assessments, some planned course improvement considerations: 
 
ATCH 175 course (beginning automotive refinishing / painting) discussions concluded 
that expand water born techniques, color matching exercises, emphasize masking 
significance and polishing tasks.  
 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

Discussions from visits with industry owners, managers, technicians and other faculty 
in other related discipline(s) have generated many ideas and strategies. These ideas 
have been brought up at program and/or division meetings that have lead to dialogue 
at advisory committee meetings. This dialogue has been constructive and productive 
for the course and program. Utilization of recent metal working stands helps course 
assessment tasks. 

 

Course or Program Assessment Summary   
http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx       
 
This form can be used to record SLO assessment plans and results for courses or programs.  It is recommended that this 
document be stored on a group drive, or in MyCuesta. 

Division: Engineering& Technology     Program: Auto Body / Collision Repair     Date: 
6/4/2013        v. 3 2012 

Courses in program, or course:  Course ATCH 177 Advance Automotive Painting 

Faculty involved with the assessment and analysis:  Ron McDonald, Henry Wintergerst  
Course-to-program outcome mapping document** is completed   Yes X  No______ 
    

1 Student Learning Outcome 
Statements  

□  Program 

X Course 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to:  Devise a refinish plan to follow during the painting 

process. 

 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/docs/Course_and_Program_Assessment_Summary_F_2011.docx


 

SLO 2:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Refinish a vehicle completely according to the refinish 

plan. 

 

SLO 3:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Define color theory as it relates to automotive painting. 

 

SLO 4:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Demonstrate color matching techniques. 

  

SLO 5:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to Describe custom painting techniques. 

  

SLO 6:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Perform interior and exterior detail using body shop 

safe products. 

  

SLO 7:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 
regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 
including, but not limited to: Identify refinish damage reports, estimating guides, 
refinishing terms, and considerations involved with  the writing a refinish repair 
estimate. Identify customer information and relationships. 
 
 
 
 

      SLO 8:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking, 

safety of  auto body refinish     

      repair and the collision industry, including, but not limited to: local and federal 

refinish materials regulations,     

      and understand components of SDS. Identify different types of hazardous 

chemicals, categories of, handling,  

      storage, exposure risks and other considerations of hazardous waste. 

Identify PPE requirements.  

 

SLO 9:  Students shall exemplify professional behaviors and traits necessary to be 

successful in the Auto Collision Industry.                                 
 

2 Assessment Methods Plan 
(identify assessment 
instruments, scoring rubrics, 
SLO mapping diagrams) 

 

SLO 1:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to:  Devise a refinish plan to follow during the painting 

process. 

 

Assessment Method:                    



 

1) Completion of refinish plan for painting a vehicle with a decomposed clear 
coat. (complete/various top surfaces) Competencies of a 75% or higher marks 
on a written plan.  

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 2: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Refinish a vehicle completely according to the refinish 

plan. 

 

Assessment Method:                    

4) Completion of classroom, laboratory assignments, projects, and other job asks 
with 70% or higher marks.  

5) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

6) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 3: Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Define color theory as it relates to automotive painting. 

 

Assessment Method:                   

1) Completion of classroom, laboratory and other related color theory 
assignments/ tasks with 70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 4:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Demonstrate color matching techniques.   

Assessment Method: 

1) Completion of classroom, laboratory spray-outs, tints and other related color 
matching assignments/ tasks with 70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    



 

 
SLO 5:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to Describe custom painting techniques. 

 

Assessment Method: 

1)  Completion of classroom, laboratory and other related custom paint, layouts, 
techniques , and airbrush  assignments/ tasks with 70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 6:  Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 

regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 

including, but not limited to: Perform interior and exterior detail using body shop 

safe products. 

 

Assessment Method: 

1) Completion of classroom, laboratory and other related polishing, cleaning, 
detailing and vehicle delivery preparation assignments/ tasks with 70% or 
higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
  

SLO 7:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking 
regarding safety in and around auto body refinish repair and the collision industry, 
including, but not limited to: Identify refinish damage reports, estimating guides, 
refinishing terms, and considerations involved with  the writing a refinish repair 
estimate. Identify customer information and relationships. 
 

Assessment Method: 

1) Completion of classroom, laboratory and other related estimating procedures, 
such as but not limited to: damage time analysis and p-pages assignments/ 
tasks with 70% or higher marks. 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

 
 

      SLO 8:   Students will acquire technical knowledge and develop critical thinking, 



 

safety of  auto body refinish     

      repair and the collision industry, including, but not limited to: local and federal 

refinish materials regulations,     

      and understand components of SDS. Identify different types of hazardous 

chemicals, categories of, handling,  

  

Assessment Method: 

1) Completion of safety tests with a 95% or higher marks. Completed orientation 
of personal protective equipment utilized in laboratory (100%). Completion of 
job safety orientation of industry tools, equipment, and materials utilized in 
the course (100%). 

1) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

2) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 9: Exemplify professional behaviors and traits necessary to be successful in 

the Auto Collision Industry.   

 

Assessment Method: 

1) Professionalism and Participation assessments by professors evaluated by: 
a. Appear on time for class. (80% or higher) 

b. Turn in assignments on time. (80% or higher) 

c. Exhibits neatness and order while working in the laboratory. (90% or 

higher) 

d. Care of tools and equipment while participating in functions of the lab. 

(99% or higher) 

e. Participation in activities throughout the semester. (80% or higher) 

f. Effectively manages time on assigned tasks. (85% or higher) 

2) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys.    
 

 

SLO 8:   Students will acquire technical knowledge of local and federal refinish 

materials regulations, and understand components of SDS. Identify different types of 

hazardous chemicals, categories of, handling, storage, exposure risks and other 

considerations of hazardous waste. Identify PPE requirements. 

 

Assessment Method: 

                    
2) Completion of safety tests with a 95% or higher marks. Completed orientation 

of personal protective equipment utilized in laboratory (100%). Completion of 
job safety orientation of industry tools, equipment, and materials utilized in 
the course (100%). 



 

3) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

4) Student surveys.    
 

SLO 9:  Students shall exemplify professional behaviors and traits necessary to be 

successful in the Auto Collision Industry.                                 
 

Assessment Method: 

7) Professionalism and Participation assessments by professors evaluated by: 
a. Appear on time for class. (80% or higher) 

b. Turn in assignments on time. (80% or higher) 

c. Exhibits neatness and order while working in the laboratory. (90% or 

higher) 

d. Care of tools and equipment while participating in functions of the lab. 

(99% or higher) 

e. Participation in activities throughout the semester. (80% or higher) 

f. Effectively manages time on assigned tasks. (85% or higher) 

8) Evaluation of data per completed classroom and laboratory assignments, 
projects and hands on assessments reflected by course grading rubrics and the 
Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) National 
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) Task lists.    

3) Student surveys 

3 Assessment Administration 
Plan (date(s), sample size or 
selection of course sections, 
scoring procedures, etc.) 

Assessments are ongoing each semester, to successively enhance and identify 
improvements for students and the program. Assessments are addressed to help 
replicate the rapidly technological developments of the industry.  Continue with 
sheet metal manipulation with hammer and dolly work. Continuation of laboratory 
tasks assessments as per Inter-Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair (I-CAR) 
National Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) tasks lists. 

4 Assessment Results Summary 
(summarize Data) 

Classroom assignments and exams show that students need more exercises and time 
dedicated to tinting and color matching procedures. 
Attention was also noted that more detail needed to be emphasized on masking 
thoroughness. 
Additionally overall student meticulousness  needed to be improved, stressed, and 
monitored during repair process in SLO’s #1,2,4,6,7&9 
AS DEGREE Student Survey Data. 
SLO Assessment Tool from Student Survey. 

Evaluation Table Data: Student 
Question Set Data: Division wide 

Evaluation Type: Program 
Start year: 2008 End year: 2012 

 
AVERAGE OF RESPONSES FOR AS Auto Body Technician 

Year Semester Responses Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 



 

2013 SPRING 22 3.70 3.4 3.72 3.61 3.8 3.71 3.76 N/A 3.0 N/A 

2012  SPRING  36  3.53  3.58  3.53  3.89  3.72  3.75  3.61  N/A  2.32  N/A  

2011  SPRING  40  3.2  3.1  3.19  3.22  3.4  3.48  3.38  N/A  2.1  N/A  

2010  SPRING  62  3.75  3.71  3.76  3.76  3.8  3.82  3.73  N/A  3.1  N/A  

 
The period above averages for the for composed data was:      
Question #1(Q1) from above table addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 and averaged a 3.53 on a 
4.0 grading scale. 
Question #2 (Q2) addresses SLO 2 &4 and averaged a 3.49  
 Question #3 (Q3) addresses SLO 1, 2, & 3  and averaged a 3.52 
Question #4 (Q4) addresses SLO1 and 3 and averaged a 3.53 
Question #5 (Q5) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4 and averaged a 3.6 
Question #6 (Q6) addresses SLO1, 2, 3, & 4   and averaged 3.56 
Question #7 (Q7) addresses SLO 1,& 4 and averaged a 3.47 
Question #9 (Q8) Q7 addresses SLO 1, & 4 and averaged a 2.27 
 
 
 
 
Additionally, end of semester course SLO surveys were administered (spring of 2012.) 
During the final exam, a Likert-scale survey was used to ask student to self-assess their 
ability for the course outcomes.  
 
ATCH 177 Course SLO’s survey (Sp2013)↓ 

20 out of 21 Very Well Fairly Well Somewhat  Slightly Poor 
SLO#1 12 7 2   
SLO#2 13 8 1   
SLO#3 7 11 2   
SLO#4 7 10 3   
SLO#5 12 8 2   
SLO#6 10 8 2   
SLO#7 11 5 4   
SLO#8 11 6 3   

 
 
 

5 Discussion of Assessment 
Procedure and Results, and 
Effectiveness of Previous 
Improvement Plans  

Assessments made from tasks in the lab, projects, surveys, and tests scores indicate 
students are retaining and developing incremental skill attributes for the preparation 
of success for an entry level technician in the industry.  
Determinations made from advisory and other instructors concluded that the 
assessments made from tasks in the lab, projects, and tests scores are the best 
indication of knowledge and skill attainment. Proficiency in time management for skill 
attributes is necessary for the preparation of success for an entry level technician in 
the industry. Giving students an assessment in the beginning of the course concluded a 



 

good measure for targeting instruction depth. 

6 Recommended Changes & 
Plans for Implementation of 
Improvements 

From analysis of assessments, planned course improvement considerations: 
 
For the ATCH 177 course (advanced automotive refinishing painting) discussion 
determined that even though more emphasis was placed on color spray-outs and color 
matching techniques, more work needs to be spent on tinting practices. Prep work and 
masking techniques also showed there could be room for improvement. Attention was 
also noted that more detail needed to be emphasized on masking thoroughness. 
Additionally overall student meticulousness could be improved in most technical skill 
areas. 
This shall be stressed, and new procedures may be implemented to help address these 
issues shall be implemented in the future. 
 

7 Description or evidence of 
dialog among course or 
program-level faculty about 
assessment plan and results  

Some ideas and strategies for enhanced student developments shall be discussed at 
advisory committee meetings. With this dialogue it was determined that soft skills 
were of utmost importance. Masking, prep and color theory was also high on the list of 
objectives. With continued dialogue with students, instructors and advisory the 
program will put effort to instill these traits with students. 

 
 

B. Include a mapping document that indicates how course-level SLOs connect to program-
level SLOs.  Reference:  Student Learning Outcomes and Assessments. 
      

Relationship between assessed course level SLOs and Program Level SLOs.   

Course Course name 
Program Student Learning Outcomes 

1 2 3 4 5   

170 Auto Body Repair 1 ABC ABC ABC ABC    

175 Automotive Painting  ABC ABC ABC ABC    

171 Advanced Auto Body ABC ABC ABC ABC    

177 
Advanced Auto 
Painting 

ABC ABC ABC ABC    

         

         

Key:  A (SLOs exist for course)    B (SLOs is assessed in course)   C (course assessment report 
completed) 

 
Program Assessment Calendar                                         

CYCLE STAGE 
Fall 
2010 

Sp 2011 Fall 2011 
Sp 
2012 

Fall 
2012 

Sp 2013 
Fall 
2013 

Sp 
2014 

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa/


 

SLO Assessment 
175 

&170 
177&17

1 
170 171 175 177 170 171 

Analyze Results 
& Plan 
Improvements 

170 
175 

&171 
177 170 171 175 

 
177 170 

Plan 
Implementation 

 
170 

&171 
175 177 170 171 175 177 

Post-
Implementation 
SLO Assessment 

  170 
175 

&171 
177 170 171 175 

 
 

C. Highlight improvement efforts that have resulted from SLO assessment. 
 

ATCH 170 course (beginning auto body repair)- discussion concluded that rather than have students 
solely go to repair facilities and gather damaged fenders for metal working, that  fabrication of 
metalworking stands will be made, enabling different procedures and functions, doing  multiple tasks, all 
with one piece of metal.  Students would also be able to take their “project “home, inculcating personal 
pride, accomplishment, self-esteem and success.  The metal working stands proved successful for most 
students, while others found them to be quite challenging.  The lesson plans for this procedure can be 
altered with varied gauges of metal and techniques to find other alternatives to minimize some 
challenges.   
 
ATCH 171 course (advanced auto body repair) discussions concluded that the mock frame rails were 
very beneficial to teach and understand various sectioning procedures for students.  Resistance spot 
welds were made and then measured, cut, spliced, and re-welded utilizing M.I.G. & STRSW processes. 
These steps were meant to mimic real world procedures utilized in unibody frame rail replacement. 
Students would create something enabling them to personalize their project. 
 
Changes need to be made to project blueprints for better understanding and student success. With the 
high volume of OEM new integration of aluminum, aluminum pulse welding processes is another 
concern to ascertain into the course. 

 
ATCH 175 course (beginning automotive refinishing / painting) discussions concluded that expand water 
born techniques, color matching exercises, emphasize masking significance and polishing tasks.  Analysis 
from results and planned improvements are to be emphasized in additional masking techniques and lab 
assignments.   

 
For the ATCH 177 course (advanced automotive refinishing painting) discussion determined that even 
though more emphasis was placed on color spray-outs and color matching techniques, more work needs 
to be spent on tinting practices.  Prep work and masking techniques also showed there could be room 
for improvement.  Attention was also noted that more detail needed to be emphasized on masking 
thoroughness. 
 



 

Additionally overall student meticulousness could be improved in most technical skill areas.  This trait 
shall be stressed heavily, and new procedures may be implemented to help address these issues in the 
future.  Complete processes for refinish analysis are considerations for future assignments.   

 
D. Recommend changes and updates to program funding based on assessment of SLOs. 

 For funding requests complete the applicable Unit Plan Funding Request Worksheet 

 For faculty hiring needs, attach Section H – Faculty Prioritization Process 
      
Considerations would be to open the hiring pool to have other instructors ready to back 
fill necessities if needed. The use of a Lab Aid would also be beneficial.  
  

V. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT/FORECASTING  
Create a short narrative describing the development forecasting elements, indicating how 
they support efforts to achieve any of the following, where applicable:  Program Outcomes, 
Institutional Goals, Institutional Objectives, and/or Institutional Learning Outcomes. 

 New or modified action steps for achieving Institutional Goals and Objectives 

 New or modified action steps for achieving Institutional Learning Outcomes 

 New or modified action steps for achieving program outcomes 

 Anticipated changes in curriculum and scheduling 

 Levels or delivery of support services 

 Facilities changes 

 Staffing projections 

 Strategies for responding to the predicted budget and FTES target for the next academic 
year 

      
Many of these descriptions have been addressed in the previous narratives; 
however, to further elaborate:  Some reflections for new or modified action 
steps to achieve Institutional Goals and Objectives is to integrate more computer 
based estimation and organizing repair plans for students to complete analysis of 
an assortment of processes found in industry.  Other different or revised 
advancements for achieving a diverse new set of outcome relating to the   
Institutional Learning Outcomes may be developed with the advancements in 
technologies and integrations of revised systems intergraded into vehicles by 
vehicle manufactures in the next few years.  New or modified action steps for 
achieving other program outcomes may be brought about by vehicle innovations 
and new repair processes and derived through dialog with industry and advisory 
committees.  Changes in curriculum and scheduling may conceivably be adapted 
to industry, staff, and student circumstances, responses, and conditions. 
Computer and auto & visual aid support services are always in need.  An 
attention to contemplate would be to open the hiring pool to have other 
instructors ready to have on reserve if necessities arise.  Some strategies for 
increasing FTES are through alliance with Grizzly Academy and summer school. 
Budgets are a challenge with inflationary trends of materials needed for 
instruction, new methods may have to be modified to meet demands, and the 



 

challenge in doing this is to not sacrifice the quality of the education process, 
lessons, instruction, and student learning outcomes. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
VI. END NOTES (If Applicable) 

If applicable, you may attach additional documents or information, such as assessment 
forms, awards, letters, samples, lists of students working in the field, etc. 
 

Skilled jobs are in very high demand throughout the nation.  Statistics show that there is a 
shortage of skilled workers in this field.  Employment is available in the area; however, 
technicians are not moving around or retiring as years past.  Jobs are hard to come by in this 
day and age in most all disciplines.  Contrary to the preceding, skilled Auto Collision repair and 
refinishing technicians with the latest knowledge of newer materials and trained skill set are in 
short supply and are in very high demand in the auto collision industry. Many past Cuesta 
College collision students are currently employed across the region and afar in industry due to 
their educational gains while attending Cuesta College.  
 
Chris Northup, Collision Repair Education Foundation Board of Trustees Chairman and 
Professional Parts Group CEO & Managing General Partner noted, "The collision industry is 
facing the perfect storm of an aging workforce, shortage of qualified entry-level technicians, 
and a technical tsunami of new technology entering the marketplace with an under-trained 
workforce.  This being the case, the need for the Collision Repair Education Foundation has 
never been greater.  Because the success of the collision industry starts with education at the 
school level, the Foundation is committed to closing the curriculum gap, creating the optimal 
training environment, and ensuring students have the fundamental skills necessary in order to 
be job-ready on day one of employment."  
 
In 2008 Cuesta’s  Collision Repair student Matt Schweiger won the state California Skills USA 
competition and went on to the national competition in Kansas City, Kansas to compete 
amongst one representative from each participating states in the nation (46 that year) and 
received a Bronze Medal, (3rd in Nation) in Automotive Collision Refinishing. 
Then again in 2011 the collision repair program of Cuesta College had Simon Rowe, who won 
the State of California Skills USA competition and Cuesta collision program again went on to the 
national competition to compete amongst a variety of representatives from numerous states of 
the nation and received  a Gold Medal,  #1, (1st in Nation) in  Automotive Collision Technology. 
 
 
Cuesta College Auto Collision program promotes students to attain degrees and certificates 
while attending Cuesta College.  A vast majority of the auto body students complete courses 
and work towards certificates and degrees.  The collision industry is in short supply of young 



 

talented qualified individuals. With the current national average workforce of qualified collision 
and refinish technicians ageing in their mid- forties to late fifties, talented skilled workers are in 
high demand. 
 
Quoted from a recent industry survey shows:  
 “Average technician age has steadily increased every year since 1995. Percentages of 
technicians in the under-45 age groups have generally declined while the over-45 age groups 
have increased. The average age of technicians continues to increase, with smaller percentages 
in the younger age ranges.  
A higher percentage of new technicians are being hired from technical schools (47%). Average 
technician income has increased over the last three years, is still higher than most comparable 
trades, and averages over $85,000 for the top 10 percent. Technicians with recent training 
and/or ASE certification average significantly higher incomes. “ 
http://www.autobodynews.com/columnists/item/2252-snapshot-of-the-collision-
industry.html?tmpl=component&print=1 
 
 
 
Skills, knowledge and education obtained while studying at Cuesta College gives students the 
aptitude and abilities to apply these obtained developments to pursue meaningful employment 
in the industry. 
 
Many past Cuesta College collision students are currently employed across the region and afar 
in industry due to their educational gains while attending Cuesta College. In surveying local 
repair facilities, a vast majority of local shops are employing former Cuesta college collision 
repair students. Some examples of successfully trained individuals are that have been placed in 
our local industry:  
Adam Martinez - painter, Vintage Auto Body,  
Simon Rowe - painter’s helper, Vintage Auto Body SLO,  
Jose Castaneda - body man helper, San Luis Auto Body,  
Oliver Davis - auto body, Paso Robles,  
Miguel Davis - auto body Atascadero,  
Austin Feavel - San Luis Auto Body, Atascadero,  
Gus Hernandez –painter, body man, San Miguel,  
Ernesto Alonzo - San Miguel,  
Travis Livingston – Arroyo Grande,  
Carter Brove - Arroyo Grande,  
Christopher Wiley- painter/body man, Mullahey Ford, Arroyo Grande,  
Shawn Petit – helper, Arroyo Grande,  
Kyler Burdick - San Luis Auto Body/ American West Atascadero,  
Gary Griswold - Atascadero,  
Theodore Quintinar- lead painter, Los Osos Auto Body,  
Rodrigo Cantu – Auto Restoration Builder, Nipomo,  
Alex Friend- paint/ body helper, Kens Body Shop, SLO,  

http://www.autobodynews.com/columnists/item/2252-snapshot-of-the-collision-industry.html?tmpl=component&print=1
http://www.autobodynews.com/columnists/item/2252-snapshot-of-the-collision-industry.html?tmpl=component&print=1


 

Raymond - Progressive Auto Art, San Luis Obispo  
 
The program gives students the tools to obtain an invaluable skills to become productive 
members of our society and provide tangible assets for students to accomplish lifelong goals 
and accomplish financial independence.  
 



 

CAREER TECHNICAL EDUCATION (CTE) TWO-YEAR PROGRAM REVIEW 
Program: Automotive Collision and Refinish Technology   Planning Year:  2014-2015 
Unit:  Engineering and Technology 
Cluster:  Workforce and Economic Development (WED) 
Last Year of CPPR/Voc. Ed Review:  2010 

 
INSTRUCTIONS:  CTE programs will complete and submit the below Two-year Program Review 
as part of a regular two-year program review cycle (Ed Code 78016).  In addition, CTE programs 
will complete and submit an APPW on an annual basis and an Instructional Comprehensive 
Program Planning and Review (CPPR) every four years according to the institutional 
comprehensive planning cycle for instructional programs.   
 

California Ed Code 78016 

A. Every vocational or occupational training program offered by a community college district 
shall be reviewed every two years by the governing board of the district to ensure that each 
program, as demonstrated by the California Occupational Information System, including the 
State-Local Cooperative Labor Market Information Program established in Section 10533 of 
the Unemployment Insurance Code, or if this program is not available in the labor market 
area, other available sources of labor market information, does all of the following: 

1) Meets a documented labor market demand. 

2) Does not represent unnecessary duplication of other manpower training programs in 
the area. 

3) Is of demonstrated effectiveness as measured by the employment and completion 
success of its students. 

B. Any program that does not meet the requirements of subdivision (A) and the standards 
promulgated by the governing board shall be terminated within one year. 

C. The review process required by this section shall include the review and comments by the 
local Private Industry Council established pursuant to Division 8 (commencing with Section 
15000) of the Unemployment Insurance Code, which review and comments shall occur prior 
to any decision by the appropriate governing body. 

D. This section shall apply to each program commenced subsequent to July 28, 1983. 

E. A written summary of the findings of each review shall be made available to the public. 

 

  



 

NARRATIVE:  Review your CTE program according to the following three prompts with analysis 
of data provided by the State.  If assistance is needed to retrieve data, please contact the Dean 
of Workforce and Economic Development.   
 
Provide a written summary for each prompt.  If yes, explain why and/or how.  If no, explain 
why. 

I. Meets a documented labor market demand. 
 

Skilled jobs are in very high demand throughout the nation.  Statistics show that there is a 
shortage of skilled workers in this field of discipline.  Employment is available in the area; 
however, technicians are not moving around or retiring as years past.  Jobs are hard to come by 
in this day and age in most lines of work.  Contrary to the preceding, skilled Auto Collision repair 
and refinishing technicians with the latest knowledge of newer materials and trained skill sets 
are in short supply and are in very high demand in the collision industry. Many past Cuesta 
College collision students are currently employed across the region and afar in the industry due 
to their educational gains while attending Cuesta College.  
 
Chris Northup, Collision Repair Education Foundation Board of Trustees Chairman and 
Professional Parts Group CEO & Managing General Partner noted, "The collision industry is 
facing the perfect storm of an aging workforce, shortage of qualified entry-level technicians, 
and a technical tsunami of new technology entering the marketplace with an under-trained 
workforce.  This being the case, the need for the Collision Repair Education Foundation has 
never been greater.  Because the success of the collision industry starts with education at the 
school level, the Foundation is committed to closing the curriculum gap, creating the optimal 
training environment, and ensuring students have the fundamental skills necessary in order to 
be job-ready on day one of employment."  
 
Concluding, Cuesta College Collision Repair program is giving every effort and has been 
successful in producing skilled workers to fulfill the needs of the industry.  

 

II. Does not represent unnecessary duplication of other manpower training programs in the 
area. 
There are no other secondary, post-secondary or private collision repair programs in our 
area or the county. Cuesta College is the only facility in the region that has the abilities and 
offers training to students of the standards and opportunities set forth by the Inter-Industry 
Conference on Auto Collision Repair.  Regionally, while attending Cuesta College our 
students are the only students capable of achieving industry I-CAR certifications in addition 
to the institutional degree(s)/ certification(s).  These I-CAR training requirements and 
standards are valued and sought out competencies of employers, students, and employees 
in industry.  The education available at Cuesta College is the only institution in the vicinity 
that offers students the opportunity to develop the required aptitudes necessary to realize 
meaningful employment in the industry. 
 



 

 

III. Is of demonstrated effectiveness as measured by the employment and completion success 
of its students. 

 
Skills, knowledge and education obtained while studying at Cuesta College gives students 
the aptitude and abilities to apply these obtained developments to pursue meaningful 
employment in the industry. 
 
Many past Cuesta College collision students are currently employed across the region and 
afar in industry due to their educational gains while attending Cuesta College.  In surveying 
local repair facilities, a vast majority of local shops are employing former Cuesta College 
collision repair students.  Some examples of successfully trained individuals are: Adam 
Martinez- painter Vintage Auto Body SLO, Simon Rowe- painters helper Vintage Auto Body, 
Jose Castaneda- Bodyman helper San Luis Auto Body, Oliver Davis Auto Body Paso Robles, 
Miguel Davis Auto Body Atascadero, Austin Feavel San Luis Auto Body Atascadero, Gus 
Hernandez –Painter, Body man  San Miguel, Ernesto Alonzo-San Miguel, Travis Livingston – 
Arroyo Grande, Carter Brove Arroyo Grande, Christopher Wiley- Painter/Body Man 
Mullahey Ford Arroyo Grande, Shawn Petit helper Arroyo Grande, Kyler Burdick San Luis 
Auto Body/ American West Atascadero, Gary Griswold Atascadero, Theodore Quintinar- 
lead painter Los Osos Auto Body, Rodrigo Cantu – Auto Restoration Builder Nipomo, Alex 
Friend- Paint/ Body helper Kens Body Shop SLO, Raymond Progressive Auto Art San Luis 
Obispo are just few students that have been placed in Industry. 

 

 
.     
 

  



 

STUDENT SERVICES COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM PLANNING AND REVIEW 

(CPPR) 

Only to be completed by those programs scheduled for the year according to the institutional 
comprehensive planning cycle (i.e.  every two or five years). 
 
Program:        Planning Year:  2014-2015 Last Year CPPR Completed:  2010 
 
Unit:        Cluster:          
 

NARRATIVE:  STUDENT SERVICES CPPR  

Please use the following narrative outline: 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

A. General Description about the Program 

 Program Mission  

 History of the program 

 Include the broad history of the program and significant changes/improvements 
since the last Program Review 

 Describe how the Program Review was conducted and who was involved 
      

B. Program Outcomes:  List the program outcomes established for your program as 
reported on the Student Services Assessment Template 
      
 

II. PROGRAM SUPPORT OF INSTITUTIONAL GOALS, INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES, AND/OR 
INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 

A. Identify how your program addresses or helps the district to achieve its Institutional 
Goals and Objectives, and/or operational planning initiatives.  Please refer back to the 
Planning Documents section of this document. 
      

B. Identify how your program helps students achieve Institutional Learning Outcomes, if 
applicable.   
      
 

  

http://www.cuesta.edu/aboutcc/planning/research/Student_Learning_Outcomes.html


 

III. PROGRAM DATA ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENTS  

A. Data Summary – Relevant Comments and Analysis 

 May include program data that demonstrates the level and kind of effort or volume 
produced in the previous year. 

 May include other pertinent information (e.g. Management Information System 
Statistics). 

      

B. Give interpretations of data and identify areas for change to facilitate program quality 
and growth 
      

 
IV. PROGRAM OUTCOMES, ASSESSMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS:  NARRATIVE 

A. Summarize assessment results for program outcomes. 
      

B. Describe improvement efforts that have resulted from SLO assessment. 
      

C. Recommend additional improvements to the program based on assessment of 
outcomes and progress towards Institutional Goals and Objectives and/or Institutional 
Learning Outcomes.   
      

D. Recommend changes and updates to program funding based on assessment of program 
outcomes. 

 For elements that require funding, complete Section D – Unit Plan Funding Requests. 

 For faculty hiring needs, see Section H – Faculty Prioritization Process. 
      

 
V. ANTICIPATED SERVICE CHALLENGES/CHANGES 

Suggested Elements: 
A. Regulatory changes 
B. Internal and external organizational changes  
C. Student demographic changes 
D. Community economic changes – workforce demands 
E. Role of technology for information, service delivery and data retrieval 
F. Distance Education impact on services 
G. Providing service to multiple off-campus sites  
H. Anticipated staffing changes/retirements 
      

 
  



 

VI. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FORECAST 
Suggested Elements: 
A. Description of forecasted program development and objectives, based on information 

collected in I-IV  
B. Plans for improvement 
C. Support for Institutional Goals and Objectives and Objectives  
D. Student and program outcomes evaluation  
E. Recommendations from external agencies 
F. New service coordination and collaboration – internal and external programs 
G. Anticipated job description revisions based on program changes 
H. Staff training/professional development needs 
      

 
VII. OVERALL BUDGET IMPLICATIONS  

Will be reflected in district planning and budget process 

Elements: 
A. Personnel 
B. Equipment/furniture (other than technology) 
C. Technology 
D. Facilities 
      
 

  



 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM PLANNING AND 

REVIEW (CPPR)  

This Comprehensive Program Planning and Review document is only to be completed by 
programs in the following areas scheduled for the year, according to the institutional 
comprehensive planning cycle (i.e. every five years): 
1) The President’s Cluster including Human Resources, Institutional Advancement and the 

District Centers; and  
2) The Administrative Services Cluster including Bookstore, Computer Services, Fiscal 

Services, General Services, Maintenance and Operations, Facilities, and Public Safety.   
 
Program:        Planning Year:        Last Year CPPR Completed:        
 
Unit:        Cluster:          
 

NARRATIVE:  ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES CPPR  

I. GENERAL INFORMATION AND PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

A. General Description about the Program 
1. Program (department) mission statement (who are we and who we serve)  
2. Brief summary of program history  
3. Current status of service including changes and improvements since last program 

review  
4. Reference to relevant statutory authority/program regulation and related 

compliance issues  
5. Description of primary relationships, internal and external to the district  
      

B. Program Outcomes:  List the program outcomes established for your program 
      
 

II. PROGRAM SUPPORT OF INSTITUTIONAL GOALS, INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES, AND/OR 
INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 

 Identify how your program addresses or helps the district to achieve its Institutional 
Goals and Objectives, and/or operational planning initiatives.  Please refer back to the 
Planning Documents section of this document. 
      

 
  



 

III. PROGRAM DATA ANALYSIS, ASSESSMENT AND IMPROVEMENTS 

A. Data Summary – Relevant Comments and Analysis 

 May include program data that demonstrates the level and kind of effort or volume 
produced in the previous year. 

 May include other pertinent information. 
      

B. Give interpretations of Data and Identify Areas for Change to Facilitate Program Quality 
and Growth 
      
 

IV. PROGRAM OUTCOMES, ASSESSMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS:  NARRATIVE 

A. Summarize assessment results for program outcomes. 
      

B. Describe improvement efforts that have resulted from SLO assessment. 
      

C. Recommend additional improvements to the program based on assessment of 
outcomes and progress towards Institutional Goals and Objectives and/or Institutional 
Learning Outcomes.   
      

D. Recommend changes and updates to program funding based on assessment of program 
outcomes. 

 For elements that require funding, complete Section D – Unit Plan Funding Requests. 

 For faculty hiring needs, see Section H – Faculty Prioritization Process. 
      
 

V. ANTICIPATED SERVICE CHALLENGES/CHANGES 
Suggested Elements: 
A. Regulatory changes 
B. Internal and external organizational changes  
C. Student demographic changes 
D. Community economic changes – workforce demands 
E. Role of technology for information, service delivery and data retrieval 
F. Distance Education impact on services 
G. Providing service to multiple off-campus sites  
H. Anticipated staffing changes/retirements 
      

 
  



 

VI. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FORECAST 
Suggested Elements: 
A. Description of forecasted program development and objectives, based on information 

collected in I-IV  
B. Plans for improvement 
C. Support for Institutional Goals and Objectives  
D. Student and program outcomes evaluation  
E. Recommendations from external agencies 
F. New service coordination and collaboration – internal and external programs 
G. Anticipated job description revisions based on program changes 
H. Staff training/professional development needs 
      
 

VII. OVERALL BUDGET IMPLICATIONS 
(Will be reflected in district planning and budget process) 
Elements: 
A. Personnel 
B. Equipment/furniture (other than technology) 
C. Technology 
D. Facilities 
      
 

  



 

SIGNATURE PAGE 

Faculty, Director(s), Manager(s), and/or Staff Associated with the Program 

Instructional Programs:  All full-time faculty in the program must sign this form.  If needed, 
provide an extra signature line for each additional full-time faculty member in the program.  
If there are no full-time faculty associated with the program, then the part-time faculty in the 
program should sign.  If applicable, please indicate lead faculty member for program after 
printing his/her name. 

Student Services and Administrative Services Programs:  All full-time director(s), managers, 
faculty and/or classified staff in the program must sign this form. 

 

Division Chair/Director Name Signature Date 

 

Name Signature Date 

 

Name Signature Date 

 

Name Signature Date 

 

Name Signature Date 

 

Name Signature Date 

 

Name Signature Date 

 



 

Name Signature Date 



 

SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENTS 

FACULTY HIRING PRIORITIZATION INFORMATION (IF APPLICABLE) 

If your program requested a faculty position for consideration, please attach or embed the 
following worksheets that were presented to the College Council:   
 

 Worksheet A.1:  Subjective Ranking Sheet 

 Worksheet B.1:  Objective Criteria for Teaching Faculty 
  



 

DEAN’S/MANAGER’S ANALYSIS OF COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM PLANNING & REVIEW 

(CPPR)  

Program:        Planning Year:        Last Year CPPR Completed:        
 

Unit:        Cluster:        
 
A. CPPR Pre-Meeting 

It is strongly recommended that the Vice President and/or Dean meet with Division 
Chair/Director/designee and the program faculty and/or staff involved in preparing the 
CPPR prior to the completion of the review documents.  The discussion should include an 
overview of the CPPR document and expectations of what should be considered and 
focused on when developing the CPPR.  
 
If a Pre-CPPR meeting occurred, please list those in attendance, when the meeting occurred 
and a summary of what was discussed. 

 
B. Narrative Analysis of CPPR Sections 

Please provide an analysis and comments of programmatic information for each of the CPPR 
sections below.  
 

 General Information and Program Outcomes (Required for Instruction/Student 
Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

 Program Support of Institutional Goals and Objectives, and/or Institutional Learning 
Outcomes (Required for Instruction/Student Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

 Program Data Analysis and Program-Specific Measurements (Required for 
Instruction/Student Services/Administrative Services):  

      

 

 Curriculum Review (Required for Instruction and may be Applicable to Student 
Services): 

      

 

 Program Support of Institutional Goals and Objectives and Student Learning Outcomes 
(Required for Instruction/Student Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 



 

  



 

 Program Data Analysis, Assessment and Improvements (Required for Student 
Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

 Program Outcomes, Assessments and Improvements (Required for 
Instruction/Student Services/Administrative Services):  

      

 

 Anticipated Service Challenges/Changes (Required for Student 
Services/Administrative Services):  

      

 

 Program Development Forecast (Required for Instruction/Student 
Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

 Overall Budget Implications (Required for Student Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

 End Notes/Additional Comments (Required for Instruction/Student 
Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 
C. Commendations/Considerations: 

Please provide a list of commendations and considerations based on the CPPR.  
 
Commendations: 
Comments in this area summarize how the program has demonstrated its effectiveness. 

      

 
Considerations: 
Comments in this area constitute advice to help the program meet or surpass expectations 
for effectiveness. 

      

 
  



 

D. Applicable Signatures: 
 
 
 
    
Vice President/Dean  Date 
 
 
    
Division Chair/Director/Designee  Date 
 
 
    
Other (when applicable)  Date 
 
 
 
 
The above-signed individuals have read and discussed this review.  The Director/Coordinator, Faculty, and staff in 
the program involved in the preparation of the CPPR acknowledge the receipt of a copy of the Vice President/ 
Dean’s narrative analysis.  The signatures do not necessarily signify agreement. 

 


